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wt)lle all the time a slight,
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I hope you gentlemen won't infer that
I have come here to-day to try and tell
you how to breed dairy cattle. I would
rather leave that task for the man who
has never attempted any breeding operations, because he would find it so much
easier. However, I am going to try and
tel I you about a few thing!* that I have
found out, then I want you to tell me
some of the things you have found out,
and see if we can't all end this day with
a little gam on the situation.
For seven years I followed the profession of a civil engineer. Now when
an engineer budds a bridge or a dam,
and it stands all right, we don't paymuch attention toit. Perhaps it was a
got d and economical design. Nobody
knows. But when a structure fails, then
we look into it.
There is a chance to
learn something.
Probably you remember a few years
ago that a great cantilever bridge was
under construction across the St. LawThe bridge was
rence Kiver at Quebec.
considerably larger than any of that
kind that had ever been built, and the
leading engineer of the world was con
suited in preparing the designs. According to these plans, the principal compression member was built up of long,
and relatively thin and narrow plates of
*teel, riveted together. The foremtn at
ι he bridge works who was assembling
these plates, went to the engineer there
ind kicked. Be said the stuff was too
imber tc make the finished chord safe
IVell, the engineer went over his figures
igain, and then took it up with the con«ulting expert. Together they concluded that the figures were all right and
jave order to go ahead. As you all
know the bridge fell into the river.
Now, gentlemen, it is the same way
with a good deal of the theory that is
banded out on the subject of breeding.
It figures all right, but it won't work.
If perchance I should say anything toiay that goes against your experience,
pick me right up on it, because the real
jxperience is the sort of thiug we must
have.
My experience in breeding has been
Of
with poultry, beginning in 1ÎK4
:ourse you all know that the laws of inheritance are the same for all classes of
ivestock, but one year with poultry is
equivalent to three with dairy cattle,
tnd for this reason I do wish more dairymen could breed a few chickens on the
tide. It would save a whole lot of
t>J under*.
I set out to build up a (lock of standnd-bred Plymouth Kocks, and the first
^ear I bought eggs for hatching from
hree different men. When I got ready
to mate up my breeders the next winter,
I got an expert friend of mine to go over
die flock and pick out my best females
l'hen together we went to the farm of
tuother expert poultryman and bought
male, a cock bird that had sired some
:hoice pullets the year before.
Now 1 had one pullet that almost suitid me, so I decided to hatch her eggs by
This I reasoned should
themselves.
*;ve me several good cockerels, all full
brothers, making it easy to have the
I
aext generation "like peas in a pod."
raised nine of her chicks, including two
was
a
pullets. Of the cockerels, one
ίοιψ one, one passing iair, ana me
jthers absolutely worthless as breeders.
Well, that certainly set me to thinking.
Both sire and dam had been bred by
pxperts, and selected by another. They
were choice specimens in every way.
But they didu't "nick."' That is how I
came to take up the study of breeding.
The Jersey cow is acknowledged by
til to stand in a class by herself. She is
the maximum adaptation of nature to
meet tlie requirements of civilization.
Whan we come toanaljze this wonderful creature, we tind that she Is a combination of two principal factors, the
dairy temperament—that is the machine
—and constitutional vigor—the power
that drives it. When we undertake to
breed this combination there are certain
factors that we can control, others that
we can keep within certain limirs, and
!<till others that must remain forever,
wholly a matter of chance. This can
best be illustrated by studying the organism at the very beginning of its life
The perfection of the modern tuicroicope has cleared up a lot of the rayster*
that has loog obscured these facts. Living tissue is made up of minute particles
called celle. These all multiply causing
tissue growth iu this manner.
By absorbing nutriment the cell lengthens ou',
and
then contracts in the middle,
finally
livides into two cells. These in turn recontinue.
and
thus
peat the process,
Within each individual cell are some exceedingly minute bodies called chromoFor any given species the numsomes.
ber of these chromosomes in a single
jell is constant, and in the case of the
ilairy animal that number is sixteen.
Now the unborn calf begins its individual life as a single cell containing
It) chromosomes, eight of those coin»·
trom the sire and eight from the dam.
The process is rather complicated to try
tnd explain without a blackboard, but
the fac I wanted to emphasize is this.
Kxc*p' iu tne case of twins, you would
have to mate the same bull to the same
cow over 14,000 time* to be sure of geltin^ two caivtfs exactly alike, assuming
the pair to be unrelated.
For example take a pack of playing
cards and draw on-- out. Your chance
of getting the ace of spades is one iu 52
Sow if you should throw out all the red
cards, your chaoct'8 would be one in 2β,
and by drawing from the spade suit
alone you could get it down to one in 18.
This is a parallel to what we do in breeding. Five or six generations of rigid
«election will practically eliminate un
desirable characters that have a material
basis in the chromosomes.
Going back now to the single cell from
which develops the embryo. First this
Furthei
grows and divides into two.
development and the two divide into
the
four
of
four. One
develops into the
second
group that form the skeleton. A
and other
goes to make'up the muscular
tissues. The third forms the digestive
apparatus. But the fourth is set asitl··
to form the germ cells for the succeed

ing generation.
These germ cells multiply, but each is
A lit'le out of the way an exact duplicate of the or ginal singl
Their existence is well-nigh in
germ.
but it pays to wa'k.
dependent of that of the animal itself,
fLO(Ko and nothing that can be done to thi<·
WATCH Ε·*
«El*.
nlmal can materially change the char
JKWELRY.
AN©
acter of those germ cells.
W'th Pr. Parmenter, Norway. M:ilne.
But we know that a cow may hav·
good calves and afterwards poor οη»··>
How shall we account for thai? Parfl>
by the variations which we mention d
THE
before, but chietiy through fluctuation
in constitutional vigor. This you reca I
THE
AMD
I defined as the vital energy that driv<the machine. To my mind it is something like this. You can toss a ba*r
WITH
ball lightly against a window, or you ca·
send it through with a crash. The ba
is the same in either case, but the effec *
vary. It depends a good deal on tl"
energy back of it.
Now if the vital energy of the cow i
either up or down, the vigor of the oiT
AWD ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
spring varies accordingly. No doubt tl··
influence of the sire also enters into thi
GUARANTEED
1
in the same way. Our aim then abovt
OB MONEY REFUNDED.
all else should be to keep up the vigoi
of the individuals in the herd, and thei
promptly cull out all the offspring thai
fail to inherit it.
When the fever for trap-nesting pou'
We Do all Kinds of....
was abroad in the laod, I became in-
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CURE
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deal like looking the stable door
after the horae had been atolen, so I
worked out this method as a substitute.
I reasoned that if a pullet had the development and the inherited vigor,
whether she laid or not was largely a
question of food. Now 1 bad birds that
had the development, and the food, but
failed to lay. So I concluded they must
be short on vigor. I examined them
carefully, weighed them, and then looked up their ages, which I could tell from
the toe-marke. I found that compared
with the good layers, they were somewhat small for their ages.
Then 1 began to think, going back t<>
the aingle cell e'age, of course the cell
with the most energy behind it would
divide and subdivide the quickest.
Then I remembered how the chicka that
were slow in hatching were nearly alw.iys weak and poo ly "buttoned up."
So the following year I toe-marked thchicks again and then looked them over
carefully when they were about teb
weeks old. Mind I had killed all the
weaklings when they first hatched so
one would naturally expect a fairly uniform bunch.
Well, there were all sizes, even among
those of the same age. Those that were
large for their age I banded to keep
them identified. Carrying them through
to maturity I found that the birds showing a high rate of growth while young
made good in every way, while the laggards were no use. Working in a rough
way I finally decided that the pullet that
failed to weigh at least a pound aud a
half when ten weeks old, was not worth
the raising.
Now the same thing will apply to the
dairy calf. Here we have gradations
running all the way from the runt on
one end to the thrifty specimen on the
other. Where is the line that divides
profit from loss? Well, we must find out
If we should weigh one or two hundred calves at birth and then each succeeding month for two or three times,
then by carrying the heifers through
their first period of lactation, we could
tell very closely the time in which a
dairy heifer ought to double its initial
weight in order to be profitable. Knowing that, no boarder need ever be raised
to maturity.
No bull need ever be raised that lacked constitutional vigor at
the start. No sire need be kept more
than one year if be failed to transmit
constitutional vigor to his get.
Last,
but not leas', the really great cow need
milked to destruction in
no longer be
order to gain recognition in the dairy
world.

good

Seed

Improvement

She discovered him eying her with a
smile of such inscrutable uud sardonic
Intelligence that the words died on her
lips, and she crimsoned treasonably to
herself, for he saw it, and the belief
he had conceived while attending to
her tissue of fabrication earlier that
mornlug was strengthened to the point
of conviction that If anything had beeu
stolen by anybody Mrs. Hallam and
her son owned It as little as Calendar.
As for the woman, she felt she had
steadily lost .rather than gained ground.
"So." she said slowly after a gllenf
time, "you are not for Queensborough!
Louis Joseph Vance
The corollary of that admission, Mr.
Klrkwood. is that you are for Sheer
19W. by
ness."
"I believe," he replied wearily, "that
there are no other stations on this line
After η long time he seemed to realafter Newlngton."
ize rather hazily that the carriage door
"It follows, then, that—that I folhiid been oj>ened to admit somebody.
low." And in a newer to his perturbed
Its smart closing bang shocked him
she added: "Oh, I'll grant that
He sat up, blinking in con- glance
awake.
Intuition Is sometimes a poor guide.
fusion. hardly conscious of more, to
But If you meet George Calendar so
begin with, than that the train had
shall I.
Nothing can prevent that
paused and was again in full flight. You can't hinder
me."
Then, his senses clearing, he became
During the brief balance of the jouraware that his solitary companion. Just
Mrs. Hallam presumably had food
entered, was a woman. She was Boated ney
for thought. She- frowned, pursed hei
enthe
to
back
her
from
him,
across
and with one daintily gloved fore
gine. in an attitude which somehow lips
followed a seam of her tailored
suggested a highly nonchalant frame finger
while Klrkwood sat watching
of mind. She laughed, and Immediate- skirt,
and wondering how to rid himself ol
ly her speaking voice was high and
her if she proved really as troublesome
sweet in his hearing.
as she threatened to be; also he wonBeneath his breath the bewildered
dered continually what it was all
man said. "The deuce!" and above it.
about.
Why did Mrs. Hallam suspect
In a stupefied tone, "Mrs. Hallam!"
him of designing to meet Calendar al
She nodded in a not unfriendly fash"Myself. Mr. Queensborough? Had she any tangible
Ion, smiling brightly.
for believing that Calendai
Kirk wood!
Really our predestined ground
could be found in Queensborough:
now.
just
are
tangled
badly
paths
Presumably she had, since she was
Were you surprised
aren't they?
in pursuit of that gentleman
find me in here with you? Come. now. avowedly
and, Klrkwood Inferred, bad booked
confess you were!"
Was he. then
for Queensborough.
He remarked the smooth, girlish
from Calendar and hi?
freshness of her cheeks, the sense and I running away

ί

&>e

BLACKI
BAG

By

^opyrilkt,
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humor of her mouth, the veiled gleam
of excitement In her eyes of the changing sea, and saw as well that she
dressed for traveling, sensibly, < but
with au air, and had brought a small
hand bag with her.
"Surprised and delighted," he replied,
recovering, with mendacity so Intentional and obvious that the woman

j

>

laughed aloud.
"1 knew y#u'd be! You see, I had
the carriage ahead, the one you didn't I

The wurk of increasing the per acre
yield of crops grown in Maine through
the careful selection, breeding and dissemination of superior strains of seeds is
about to receive the attention which it
deserves. At the last session of the
legislature the commissioner of agriculture whs directed to assist the farmers of the state in this special work and
an appropriation was made for carrying
it on. It is proposed very soon to call a
meeting of such farmers of the state as
may be interested in seed improvement
work of any kind, at which time the advisability of organizing an association
for the purpose of directing this work
will be considered. It is believed at this
time that this work can best be taken up
in a co-operative way, hence an association will bo formed along the lines of
those that have already been so successful in other parts of the country. With
the co operation of the department of
agriculture, the Maine Experiment Station and a representative of the department of agriculture, Washington, D. C.,
who is located in this state, an association of this kind ought to meet with
d> finite and profitable results. The immediate beuoli's coming to the members
can be classed under two heads, educational and financial. While the financial benefits would undoubtedly interest
the members more particularly at first,
yet the educational features of the work
are of great
importance. Where association work has been carried on members have received great financial benefit
through the sale of the seed they have
raised. This seed having been carefully
bred and possessing large reproducing
qualities has met with a ready market
for seed purposes. It can readily be
seen if experiments aie carried on year
after year and an improvement in crop
yield is caused through tbese experiraised by various
ments that the seed
members will carry an added selling
value for that purpose. The educational
will come
value of the association

disappointed

when you
flung up to the door and away again.
You didn't see me hanging half out
the window to watch where you went,
did you? That's how I discovered that
take.

1 was

so

|

unintentional.]

your discourtesy was
that you hadn't recognized me—by the
fact that you took this compartment
right behind my own."
She paused invitingly, but liirkwucd
grown wary, contented himself

|

with]

ledge.

"I was glad to see you," shea&nned.
"but only partly because you were you.
Mr. Ivirkwood. The other and major
part was because sight of you confirmed my own secret intuition. You see
I'm quite old enough and wise enough
to question even my own intuitions

|
|

For you are going to Queensborougli
aren't you. Mr. Klrkwood?"
"Queensborougli?" he echoed blank
ly, and, in fact, he was at a loss to
follow her drift.
"No. Mrs. .nullum
I'm not bound there."
SinHer surprise was apparent.
"But."
made no e(T< rt to conceal it.
she faltered, "if not there"—
"(Jive you my word. Mrs. Ilallaiu.
I have no intention whatever of goinj:

He bcwme

that h Us solitary conir
uns a uoman.

aware

panlon

wlll-o'-the-wisp of
daughter to chase
bis credulous fancy ofT Sheerness
a

shore?

He scowled
Disturbing reflection.
over It, tben considered the other side
of the face.
Presuming Mrs. Hallam
to have bad reasonably dependable assurance that Calendar wqiild stop In
to Queensborougli." Klrkwood protestQueeusborough, would she so readily
ed.
have abandoned her design to catch
"I don't understand." The uervou:
blm there on the mere supposition that
drumming of a patent leather tovercd
Klrkwood might be looking for him In
toe, visible beneath the hem of her
Sheerness? That did not seem likely
dress, alone betrayed a rising tide of]
to one who esteemed Mrs. Hallam's
was
Intuition
"Then
my
impatience.
acumen as highly as Klrkwood cud. He
at fault!"
brightened up, forgot that hie was a
all
was
at
"In this Instance, If it
fool's errand and began again to pronf
concerned with my Insignificant
ject strategic plane into a problematic
fairs, yes—most decidedly at fault."
future.
"Very well, then! Now. let us see
this
where are you bound?"
Klrkwood looked out of the window
"I'm convinced it's a rendezvous."
Klrkwood smiled patiently at tin

landscape.

imromy uaienuar no vtrr.v, ver\
beautiful. Mr. Klrkwood?" with η
trace of malice
Ostentatiously Klrkwood read the
Southeastern aud Chatham's framed
card of warning, posted Just above
.Mrs. Ha tiara's head, to all such incurable lunatics as are possessed of
"is

desire to travel on the running
boards of railway carriages.
"You are going to meet her. aren't
vou?"
lie gracefully concealed a yawn.
The w< n;an's plan of attack took an"Last night, when you
r*T»
other
a

told
Γ
th<

i:r

·'«!

story. I believed you."
himself to

suppressing

ly obvious retort and suethough he left It unspoken,
f !t twitched the corners of

cc

th
h"

d Mrs Hnllam was ob•'nt her next attempt to
\-.·μβ edged with temper.
il von nn American, but a
It appears that if you
·.·
intter you've fallen so
lot
.. .·: willingly cast your

England Fruit Show.
e<
(From the New Κ upland Homeetea<l.)
di
If every New Eng'and farmer C'juld
have attended the Boston fruit show
recently and the big banquet of the g<
chamber of commerce, catching the true »\
sp rit of enthusiasm and enterprise, it 1*
would have been worth more than a *
solid month's work on -the farm. It
his repertory of
:i -red
would have helped to make the successi;i. \vot;d took to twiddling
r;
inand
the
ful farmer more successful,
'·».
doleut fellow rub his eyes and stretch a I hi
;i in ask you If you think It
bit. That is one unfortunate feature
;.· or tuy son to leave us In
about such enterprises as this fruit fiu.
I
show; there are not enough people to Igiu r.i:« e of the place where you are
Instead of to meet the thieves who stole our—my
see it and reap the^benetit.
there being 1000 farmers, there ought to sou's
Jewels?"
have been 100,000. When big things
"Mrs. Ilallatu," he said soberly, "If
like this happen be sure to plan for
am going to meet Mr. Calendar or
them and manage to get there somehow, 1
Mr.
Mulready. I have no assurance of
even if you have to walk.
The Maine contingent is very anxious that fact."
to have the next New England fruit
There was only the briefest of
show held in the Pine Tree State, and
pauses, during which she analyzed
the interest and enthusiasm they display- this, then
quickly, "But you hope to?"
ed at Boston.is likely to be a strong
she
snapped.
factor in the consummation of that deLie felt that the only adequate retort
sire. None of the states made a better
this would be a shrug of his shoul
showing in fiuit and in men than did the to
on#
Pine Tree State and to Prof. Hitchinge dors, doubted his ability to carry
and his loyal co-workers, backed by the off and agiiiu look refuge In silence.
The woman abandoned a second plan
pomological society, goes much credit.
an
It was
uuusually enthusiastic of siege with a readiness that did credbunch of fruit grower neighbors that
it to her knowledge of mankind. She<
came with President William Craig of
thought out the uext very carefully
the Maine Pomological Society. Sonic
with a mas ted battery.
of these enthusiasts never displayed before opening
"Mr. Klrkwood, can't we be friends?"
fruit before and won prizes at Boston.
If every member of the pomological s<>"Nothing could please me more, Mrs.
c ety had brought as many representaliallam!"
from their resprctive sections
tives
"I'm sorry If I've annoyed you"—
Maine would have cirried everything by
"And 1. too, have been rude."
N
storm.
"Last night, when you cut away so
was
better
the
show
of
The keynote
suddenly, you prevented my making
fruit, better packed. It was inspiring
a proposal, a sort of business propto see the keen interest displayed in the you
demonstrations of packing in boxes. I> osition"—
is a pointer apon which the New Eng"Yes?"
land orchardist is weak and there is a
"To come over to our side"—
the
grower
strong desire on the part of
"1 thought so. That was why 1
editor
The
weakness.
to correct that
went"
Connecticut
one
heard
enterprising
"Yes; I understood. But this mornoat IS bushels
grower say be has saved
had time to think l<
of fruit for the express purpose of prac- ing, when you've
icing on this winter when be hasn't over"—
"I have no choice in the matter, Mrs
much of anything else to do. He is go
ing to learn some of the combinations in Hallam."
offset
making the straight, diagonal and
The green eyes darkened ominously.
Notes on New

>

I

"Not at the price," the sullen voice
φβ eud of the ride. Succinctly he set
forth his wauts. Jumped Into the antl Iterated, uud he looked up to find the
quilted four wheeler and threw himself cunning gaze upon him.
down upon musty, dusty cushions to
"How much, then?"
"Five pun I'll have, no lees, for
hug himself over the Joke and bless
whatever English board of railway dl riekin' my life this day."
rectors It was that first ordained that
"Impossible. I haven't got It."
tickets should be taken up at the end
In silence the man unshipped the tillInstead of the outset of α journey.
er and moved toward the cleats.
It was promptly made manifest that
"Hold on a minute."
he had further cause for gratulaKirkwood unbuttoned hie coat and,
tlon. The cabby, recovering from his freeing the chain from his waistcoat
As
amazement, was plying an indefatiga- buttonholes, removed his watch.
ble whip and thereby eliciting a degree well abandon them altogether. He bad
of speed from his superannuated nag designed to leave them as security
that his fare bad by no raéans hoped for the £2 and had delayed stating the
for, much less anticipated.
terms ouly for fear lest they be reIn a period of time eurprisiugly short fused. Now, too late, as ever, he recΚ irk wood saw, from fleeting glimpses ognized his error.
But surely, he
of the scenery to be obtained through thought, it should be apparent even to
the reeling windows, that they were that low Intelligence that the timethreadiug the outskirts of the town piece alone was worth more than the
Synchronously, whether by design 01 boat Itself.
through actual Inability to maintain It.
"Will you take these?" he offered.
the speed was moderated, and In the "Take and keep them.
Only set me
course of a few more minutes the cab nboard that ship!"
stopped definitely.
Deliberately the flshermau weighed
Klrkwood clambered painfully out. the watch and chain in his broad, hard
shook himself together and the bruises palm, eyes narrowing to mere silts lu
out of his bones and looked back.
Aside from η slowly settling cloud oi
dust, the road ran clear as far as he
could see—to the point, In fact, where
the town closed in about It.
He had won, at all events Insomuch

pas
A sudden Jolt Interrupted
time, and the warning screech of ibe
brakes Informed him that he had no
time to scheme, but bad best continue
on the plan of action that had brought
him thus far—that Is-, trust to his star
and accept what should befall without

repining.

He rose,

ing it

opened

the door and. hold

turned.
regret. Mrs.
so.

Hnllam." he an"1
nounced, smiling his crooked smile,
"that a pressing engagement Is about
to prohibit my squiring you through
the ticket gates. You understand. I'm
sure."
Ills

irrepressible

humor

proved

in

fectious, and Mrs. Hailam'a spirit ran
She was smiling
as high as his own.
cheerfully when she, too, rose.

"I also am In some haste." she
averred demurely, gathering up her
hand bag and umbrella.
A raised platform shot In beside the
carriage, and the speed was so sensibly moderated that the train seemed
to be creeping rather than runnlug
Klrkwood flung the door wide open
and lowered himself to the running
board. The end of the track was in
sight, and a man who has been trained
to board San Francisco cable cars

fears to alight from no moving vehicle. He swung ofT, got his balance
and ran swiftly down the platform.
A cry from a bystander caused him
to glance over his shoulder. Mrs. Hallam was then In the net of alighting
As he looked the flurry of skirts sub
sided, and she fell Into stride, pursu

Ing.

CHAPTER XV.

SLEEPY

alone cost me twenty."
The shifty, covetous eyes ranged
from the treasure In his hand to the
A puff of wind
threatening east.
raught the sail and sent the boom
athwartshlps like u mighty flail. Roth
men ducked Instinctively to escape a

Nevertheless he dropped watch
ed.
and chain Into his pocket, then, with a
meaning grimace, extended again hi.*·

But It was to the farther reaches of
the estuary that he gave more prolonged and most anxious heed, scanning
narrowly what shipping was there to
be seen.
Far out a liner was riding
the waves with serene contempt, making for the river's mouth and Tilbury
dock. But α single sailing vessel of
any notable tonnage was in sight, and
when he saw her Kirkwood's heart became buoyant with hope, and he began
to tremblç, with nervous eagerness, for

of him!
Mute and blind with despair and
*rath. he turned upon the man and
.-aught him by the collar, forcing lii:n
•>ut over the lip of the overhang. They
were unevenly matched. Kirk word far
the slighter, but strength came to hi:n
in the crisis, physical strength ard s'd

he believed her to be the Alethea.
There's no mistaking a ship brigantine rigged for any other style of craft
that sails the seas.

Voices
approaching brought him
He turned, resuming
back to shore.
his mask of sanity, the better to confer with the owner of the cottage and
boats, a heavy, keen eyed fellow, un
gracious and truculent of habit and
chary of his words, as be promptly

demonstrated.
"I'll hire your boat," Kirk wood told
him, "to put me aboard that brigan
tine off to leeward. We ought to start
at once."
The fisherman shifted his quid of
tobacco from cheek to cheek,, grunted
Inarticulately and swung deliberately
on his hee'. displaying a bull neck
above η pair of heavy shoulders.
"Dirty weather," he croaked, facing
back from his survey of the eastern
skies before the American found out
whether or not he should resent his
"How

much'/"

Kiruwooo

aeinanueu

curtly, annoyed.
Tbe mnn hesitated, scowling blackly
nt the heeling vessel momentarily increasing her distance from the shore.
Then, with a crafty smile, "Two pun,"

he declared.
The American nodded. "Very well,"
"Get out your
he agreed simply.
boat."
The fisherman turned away to shamble noisily orer the shingle, huge
booted heels crunching, toward one of
the dories. To this he set his shoulder, shoving it steadily down tbe

beach until only the stern was dry.
Klrkwood looked back for the last
time, up the road to Sheerness. Nothing moved upon it. He was rid of
Mrs. Hallam. if face to face with a

sterner problem. He bad a few pence
over 10 shillings In his pocket and had
promised to pay the man four times as
He would have agreed to ten
much.
times the sum demanded, for the boat
he must and would have, nut he bad
neglected to conclude his bargain, to
come to an understanding as to the
method of payment, and he felt more
than a little dubious as to the recei>tlon the fisherman would give his

sound as he (Klrkwood)
knew it to be.
In the background the cabby loitered. gnawed by insatiable curiosity.
The fisherman turned, calling over
bis shoulder, "If ye'd catch yon vessel, come!"
With one flual twinge of doubt—the
task of placatlug this surly dog was
anything but Inviting—the American
strode to the boat and climbed in, takThe fisherman
ing the stern seat

proposition,

aiderlng.

horny, greedy palm.

"What"—
"Hand over th' two pun and we'll go.*'
"I'll see you hanged first!"
He pronounccd hi.·
"Ashore ye go."
Ultimatum, motioning Kirkwood to enter the boat.
The American turned, looking t· !
Ihe Alethea or for the vessel that he
She was
believed tiore that name.
îearlng the lightship when ho fon:.i'
ber, and as he looked a squall blurred
the air between them. bh.til'.tg lit·
brigantine out with a smudge «t ral.i
The effect was as if she had van!-hcd.
ns if she were forever snatched from
his grasp, and with Dorothy aboard
lier—heaven alone knew in what need

For minutes on end the leewould run preen and
now and again the screaming, pel lug
squalls thaf scoured the estuar.,
would heel her over until the water
cascaded In over the lee comb lugand
the rudder, lifted clear, would hang
ened
ward

gunwales

JL

Idle until, smitten by wnie ra,"l"e
low. the tiller would be all but torn
Again
from Kirk wood's bands.
again this banned, and those were
But always tin
times of trembling.
catboat righted, shaking the
waters from her and swing
stem Int.» the wind again, and then

c,in^n!-

would follow an abbreviated breft,h-

ing spell, during which Kirk wood

«as

at llbertv to dash the salt spray from
his eyes and search the wind harr.ed
waste for the brlgantlne. Sometimes
he found her. sometimes not.
Long after he had expected her «

ο
she went about, and they began
11*' °
close in upon each other.
SCO that even with sl.orten.vl canvas
she was staggering drunkenly under
the fierce Impacts of the wind.
ι. «... "IP
„„ m»η II. hl« normal ecnae «ouli
have risked a sixpence on the boats
chance to live until she crossed the

»"«,IOCk 00*ί„.Μ

îug

bolt-

cede that It could not last much onger
And If he missed the brlgantlne
would l»e lost.
Long since he had become numb
with cold from Incessant dreuchlngs
of Icy spray that piled In over the
windward counter, keeping the bottom
ankle deep regardless of his laborious
but Intermittent efforts with the bulling dlsb. And the two, brlgantlne and

cockleshell,

were

drawing

together

with appalling deliberation.
But that his voice stuck In his
parched throat he could have shouted
In his elation when eventually he
gained the point of intersection an
eighth of a mile ahead of the brlganwlndward
tlne and got sight of
freeboard as most slowly the catboat
forged across her course.
For all that, the moment of his actual triumph was not yet. He had still
to carrv off successfully a scheme that
for sheer audacity of conception and
contempt for danger transcended all
that had gone before.
Holding the catboat on for a time,
he brought her about haudsomely a
little way beyond the brlgantlne s
course and hung in the eye of the

^r

wind, the leach flapping and tightening with reports like rifle shots and
the water sloshing about his calves-

dish now altogether out of
mind—while he watched the oncoming
vessel, Ills eyes glistening with antic!

balling

patlon.

dress such as he had not dreamed were
She was footing It nmiirtly. the brl^
And the surprise <>f
at his command.
antlne, lying down to it and snoring
tinof
an
his onslaught proved
ally
Into the wind.
Beneath her stem
guessed potency. Before he himself waves broke In snow white showers,
knew It he was standing on the over- whiter than tbe canvas of her bulging
bang and had shifted his hold t<» seize I lib-broke and. gnashing their teeth
the fellow about the waist; then, liftImpotent fury, swirled and eddleoi
ing him clear of the deck and a id «ι down her sleek dark flanks. Bobbin :,
cast
he
the
of
catboat.
the
lurch
by
she
court esylng.
plunged onward
him bodily Into the dory. The man
shortening the Interval with might}
one
of
falling, struck his head against
leaping bounds. On her bows with
the thwarts—a glancing blow that each Instant tbe golden letters of h«·»
Kirkwood
jtunned him temporarily.
name grew larger and more leg b c
himself dropped as If shot, a trailing until—Alethea—he could read it plain
reef point slapping his cheek until It
beyond dispute.
stung as the boom thrashed overhead.
Joy welled In his heart. He forint
had
known.
he
as
a
call
close
was
as
It
nil that he had undergone In the pros
a
little.
him
sickened
The knowledge
nect of what he proposed still to do η
Without rising he worked the paint- the name of the
only woman the world
then
er loose and cast the dory adrift,
j,old for him. Unquestioning he ha.l
No
crawled back Into the cockpit.
come thus far in her service; unquev
pang of compassion disturbed hiiu as tlonlng. by her side, he was prepared
he abandoned the fisherman to the to go still further, though all human
mercy of the sea. Though the fellow Ity should simile her out with accnlay still, uncouthly distorted, in the lng finders.
bottom of the dory, he was In no dan-

Inj

The wind and waves together
ger.
would carry the boat ashore. I'or that
matter, the man was even then re-

cu> t'l iiik.

insolence.

Offshore, too. tbe wind stormed with
lidded strength or poesibly had fresh-

brlgantlne's bows.
Time out of reckoning he was forced
to kneel In the swimming cockpit,
steering with one hand, using the ball·
dlsh with tbe other and keep ng
bis eyes religiously turned to the
ing patch of sail. It was heartbreakthe lug toll. He began reluctantly to con-

and Klrkwood continued to stare about
htm eagerly, hopefully.
He stood on the brink of the Thames
pstuary, there a possible five miles
From his feet
from shore to shore.
nlmost η broad shingle beach sloped
gently to the water.
On one hand a dilapidated plckoi
fence lncloaed the dooryard of a fisherman's cottage, or, better, hovel—if it
need be accurately described—at the
door of which the cabby was knocking
Some little distance offshore a fishing boat, cat rigged and not more than
twenty feet over all. swung bobbing
rt her mooring, keen nose searching
iuto the wind, at sight of which Klrkwood gave thanks, for his adventitious
guide had served him well, if that boat
were to be hired by any manner of

Sheerness must have been
scandalized that day and itsgos
for
I sips have acquired ground
many an uncharitable surmise
Klrkwood. however, was so fortu -shoved οίΓ.
nate as to gain the wicket before the
In time the dory lay alongside the
employee there awoke to the situation catboat, the fisherman with a gnarled
Otherwise, such Is the temper of Brit
hand grasping the letter's gunwale to
ish petty officialdom, he might have hold the two together. With some dif
was
it
As
detained the fugitive.
Acuity Klrkwood transshipped himself
Klrkwood suVrendered his ticket ami landing asprawl In the cockpit amid a
ran out Into the street with Ills 10c*·
tangle of cordage slippery with scale.·
still a dominant factor in the race The skipper followed, with clumsy ex
for. looking back, he saw that Mrs. Hal
pertness bringing the dory's paintn
lam had been held up at the gate, nn
with hini ni:d hitching it to a rlugboli
Hei
red
tape.
other victim of British
abaft the rudder head. Then, pausing
she
ticket read for Queeusborough.
an instant to stare Into the east with
was attempting to alight one station
somber eyes, he shipped the tiller and
farther down the line, and. while un- bent to the halyards. As the sail rai
doubtedly she was anxious to pay the tied up. (lapping wildly, Klrkwood
excess fare, heaven alone knew when
marked with relief, for it meant so
she would succeed In allaying the sus
much time saved, that it was already
pit ions and resentment of the ticket close reefed.
taker
But when at last the boom was
"That's good for ten minutes' start:
thrashing overhead and the halyards
Klrkwood crowed. "And it never oc- had been made fast to their cleats th*
curred to me!"
fisherman again stodd erect, peering
Before the station he found twe distrustfully at the distant wall of
hacks in waiting, with little to choose cloud.
between them. Neither was of « typt
Then, In two breaths, "Can't do It,"
that did not seem to advertise its pre he decided—"not at the price."
Ylctoriau fashioning, and to neitbei
"Why?" Klrkwood stared despairwas lurnessed an animal that deserved ingly after the brigantlne, that was al
screw
anything but the epithet of
ready drawn far ahead.
Klrkwood took the nearest for no otligrowled the fellow—
"Danger."
th«
"wind."
"You mean—I am to understand, then, er reason than because it was
that you're against as, that yon prefer nearest aud all but startled the drlvci
At a loss completely, Klrkwood found
(are foi
to side with swindlers and scoundrels, off his box by offering double
He dropped his bead, con·
uo words.
and a simple service al
! a brisk pace
all because of a"—
«

bis bronzed mask.
"How much?" he asked slowly.
"Eighty pounds together. The chain

to win meant eluding the persever
ing Mrs. Hallam. But to what eud?
Abstractedly he tendered his lonely
sovereign to the driver and without
even looking at It crammed the heavy
braining.
weight of change Into his pocket, an
"How do I know?" objected
oversight which not only wQtf him the skipper.
awestruck admiration of the cabby,
"I'm telling you. If you've eyes yon
but entailed consequences (it may be) can see," retorted Kirkwood savagely,
he little apprehended. It was with an seeing that he had erred In telling the
absentmluded nod that be acquiesced truth. The amount he h;id named was
In the man's announcement that he loo great to be grasped at once by this
might arrange about the boat for him. crude, cupldlnous brain.
"How do I know?" the man repeatAccordingly the cabby disappeared,
as

persuasion.

picking up his pipe and carefully
knocking out the dottle on the window

conducted aud tue lessons learned in
this work. It is planned tu hold an annual meeting at which time exhibits of
seeds, grains and grasses will bo made
and lectures upon subjects of Importance to the men engaged in this parlicular line of work will be given.
The department of agriculture is prepared to give assistance in the organization and direction of an association so
far as is desired. It will also be prepared to furnish to the members experimental lots of different kinds of seed to
test out in comparison with the seeds
tliey are already using. A meeting for
oig.inizing this association will soon be
called at some central point in the state
which appears to be most easily reached
by those men who signify their intention
If ynti are interested iu
to be present.
this proposition kindly write at once to
the state dairy Instructor, Augusta,
Maine, stating that fact and giving your
address so that at the proper, time a notice of the c ill of the meeting maybe
«eut you.
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avoid the booth, Kirkwood went forward to the bows and.
grasping the mooring cahle, drew It In,
slipping hack luto the cockpit to get a
stronger purchase with his feet. It
was r. struggle. The lx>at pulled sluggishly against the wind, the cahle Inching In Jealously. And behind him he
could hear a voice bellowing Inarticulate menaces and knew that in another
moment the fisherman would be at his

Crouching

oars.

Frantically

to

he

tugged

and tore at the

slimy rope, hauling with a will and n
prayer. It gave more readily toward
the end, but he seemed to have fought
with It· for ages when at last the anchor tripped and he got it In.
Immediately he leaped back to th
stern, fitted In the tiller and, seizinthe malnsheet. drew the boom in ti!!
the wind should catch In the canvas
In the dory the skipper, bending at hi
oars, was not two yards astern.
He was hard aboa.#i when, the sai
filling with a bang. Klrkwocd puîln'
the tiller up, and the catboat sua awa\.
r
a dozen feet separating them In

A

lit-j

nwc

nuuuuif,

mm

nuvniu

*.·.

He could see a lino «·♦
heads above lier windward rail. Fer
haps she was of their number. Γ
waved an audacious band. Some or.
replied, a great shout shattering list·:
unintelligibly against the «aie. He r:ci

brlgantlne.

which
eyes, watching for the chance
would take place in the rake of her
masts and sails when she should come

about.
For th· longer that maneuver was
deferred rhe better was his chance of
attainlug his object. It was a forBut In time the brlganlorn hope.
tlne, to escape Maplin sands, would
be forccd to tack and stand out past
the lightship, the wind off her port
Then their courses would Inbows.
tersect It retrained to be demonwas
whether the catboat
strated
speedy enough to arrire at this point
of contact in advance of or slmul
taneously with the larger vessel.
He watched the catboat anxiously,
quick to approve her merits as she
displayed them. He bad sailed small
eraft before—frail centerboard catboats, bandy and swift, built to serve
in summer winds and protected wa-

ters, never such
liked her.

a one as

this.

Yet he

swam

supported

ι

In an ethereal void of brll
1 lance. His mouth was full of
thing that burned, a liquid hot acrl
and stinging.
He gulped, swallowed.
Blabbered, choked, coughed, attempted
to sit up. was aware that be was the

sorne^

focal center of a ring of glaring, burning eyes, like eyes of ravening beasts,
ami fainted.
His next conscious linpresslou was
of standing up. supported by friendly
nrins on either side, while somebody
was asking him If ho could walk a
step or two.
lie was partly seated, partly held up,
, df e of the cabin skylight, an
,jjι
object of Interest to some half dozen
men, seafaring fellows all. by tnelr
».··' it
clustered round between him
r ,l ti;;* windward rail. Of their nurulor erne stood directly before him.
dwarfing Ids companions as much by
Ids nlr of command as by his uncommon height-tail, thin faced and sallow. with hollow, weatherworn Wieeka,

mouth like a crooked gash from ear
to ear and eyes like dying coals, with
which he looked the rescued up and
dowt» In one grim, semi-humorous
semi-speculative glance. In bands both
huge and red he fondled tenderly a
squat brandy tlask whose contents had
apparently been employed as a nrst
aid to the drowning.
As Kirkwood's gaze encountered h s
the man smiled sourly. Jerking his
head to one side with a singularly < erlslve air.
,Λ_
O*
"III matey!" he blustered.
goes It now? Feelln' 'appter. elgbt
more I ke a
"Some, thank you
drowned rat." Klrkwood eyed hla
sheepishly. "1 suppose you re the man
who threw me that line? I'll tare to
wait till my head clears up before I
can thank you properly."
"Don't mention It." He of the 1
tern jaws stowed the bottle away with
Jealous care In one of his
coat pockets and seized Wrkw.» d s
a

,,un3011^

hard in :« grasp that made the young
man wince. "You're syfe enough now.

Ζ

uyme's Stryke, Capfu

Wllyum

Strvker. Wot's the row : Lookln
η
friend?" he demanded suddenly ns
Kirkwood's attention wandemlI.
"Yes; your passengers. 1 presume

they're below"—
"Passengers!'

A hush fell upou the group, durl Κ
which Klrkwood sought Strykers eye
in pitiful pleading, aud Stryker looked
round him blankly.
••Where's Miss Calendar?" the young
"I must see
man demanded sharply.
her at once!"
The keen aud deep set eyes of the

skipper clouded as they returned
Kirkwood's perturbed

to

c0^teuan<£

he de"Wot're you. talklu' about?
manded brusquely.
I must see Miss Calendar or Calendar himself or Nlulready." klrkwood
paused and. getting no reply grew
restive under Stryker's Inscrutable recard "That's why I came aboard, ne
amended, blind to the absurdity of the
statement, "to see -er-Calendar.
d!"
"Well, I'm d
Stryker managed to Infuse Into his

™ntemDj;

tone a deal of suspicious
"Why?" Insisted Klrkwood, nettl d,
but still uncomprehending.
"D'you mean to tell me you come off
from-wherever you did come from
intendln' to board this wessel and find
a

party nymed Calendar?"
"Certainly I did. Why"—

■·\\ι>ιι:' criwi .Mr. MrvKcr, running
his hands together with··! air oppressively obsequious. "I'm sorry to hluform you you've come to the wrong
«hop. sir. We don't stock no Calendars. We're In the 'ardware line, we
are.
You might try next <lnor, or I
rlessay you'll find what you want at
the stytloner's round the corner.
Λ glgsle from his audience stimulated him. "If." he continued acidly. "I'd
guessed you was such a fool. Iillmmy
If I wouldn't 've let you drownd!"
Staggered. Klrwood bore his sarcastic truculence without resentment.
"('«lender," he stammered, trying to
explain. "Calendar said"—
"I carn'f 'elp wot Calendar said.
Mebbe 'e did tnyke an emrygement

with you an* you've gone an' went an'
Mel»be It's Iarst
forgot the dyti.
tiier understood nor attempted torepl.
calendar you're thlnktu' of.
year's
III« every faculty was concentrated ο
You, Johnny" (to a lout of a boy In
the supreme moment now at hand.
the group of sea mem "you run an
a
Instant
to
Calculât lug the
nieet;
>fetoh this gentleman Whltakers for
he paid off the sheet nnd pulled up tl;
nlneteen-slx. I.ook sharp, now !
tiller. The catboat pivoted on lier bee"
Kirk wood
"But"—with a" effort
With a c+ack her sail Mapped full an·"
mustered up a show of dignity—"am
rigid: then, with the untemper·· I to understand," he said as calmly as
wind behind her, she sin
! I-;ht of til
lie could, "that you deny knowing
like an arrow under the brlgantlne'
II. Calendar and his daughter
George
of
th
Sows, ko ili.se that the bowsprit
and"—
Dorothy
htfer first threatened to Impale tli
"I don't 'ave to. Listen to me. yotmg
Til: next. iln> bows plunging, crasher
For the time the fellow dis■

down a bare two feet behind the cn'
boat's stern.
Working In a frenzy of haste. Kir!
wood jammed the tiller hard alee
bringing the eat about, and, trluimln
the mahvdieet as best he 111 It'llt. fotfnri
himself racing uuder the brlgantine'
leeward quarter, water pouring In get'

erously over the cat's.
Luffing, he edged nearer, handling
Ills craft as though lutendlnr to rani
the larcer vessel, foot by foot shortWhen It was
ening the little Interval
breath.
Π<·
four feet he would risk the Jump.
A yell of rage boomed down th.
on the overhang, crouchwind, but he paid no heed. Carelet* :rawled >ut
his toes, une hand light upon
alike of the dangers be had passed anil ing on
the other touching the deck,
those that yawned before him, h» the tiller,
trimmed the sheet and stood away on ready—ready.
Abruptly the Alethea shut off the
the port tack, heading directly for the
wind; the sail flattened and the cat
Nore lightship.
dropped back. In a second the distance had doubled. In anguish KirkCHAPTER XVI.
wood uttered an exceeding bitter cry.
feet
the
combing,
ANING against
ami
Already he was falling far off her
braced upon the slippery
treacherous deck, Kirk wood clunp counter.
A shout reached him. He was dimly
to tiller and malnsheet and peer
of 11 dark object hurtling
fd ahead with anxious eyes, a puckei conscious
Into the cockpit,
air.
of daring graven deep between hi* through the
something
dropped-a coll
splashing,
brows.
A mile to westward, three or mori
ahead, he could see the brlgantlm
standing close In under the Esses
At times she was Invisible
shore.
\gain he could catch merely the glint
of her canvas, white against the darl.
gloom of the littoral, toned by a mist
He strained hb
of tlylng spindrift.

bing his lung*, the while he

He fell forward upon it into
water eighteen Inches deep and for
the first time realized that but for that
line lie had gone to Ills drowning in an-

of rope.

other minute. The cat was sinking.
As he scrambled to Ills feet, clutching the life line, a heavy wave washed
over the waterlogged craft and left It
all but submerged, and a smart tug on
the rope added point to the advice,
which, reaching his ears In a bellow
like a bull's, penetrated the panic of
bis wits.

Jump, you fool!"
In an Instant of coherence be saw
that the brlgantlne was lulling. None
the less much of the line had already
been paid out and there was no reck
oning when the end would lie reached
Without time to make It fast he hitch
ed It twice round Ills waist and chest,
once round an arm, and. grasping li
above his head to ease its constriction
when the tug should come, leaped on
the combing ami overboard. A green
roaring avalanche swept down upon
him and the luckless catboat, over
whelming both simultaneously.
The agony that was his during th«
next few minutes can by no means I»
exaggerated. His senses were blotted
"Jump!

Then he was breath
more, the keen clean air «tab-

out In blackness.

tng
ι

once

man."
carded his clumsy fucetlousness.

WUyum Stryker. Capt'n Stryker.

"I'm

mars-

an' 'arf owner of this wessel, an
wot I says 'ere Is law. We don't carry
no passengers.
D'ye understand me?
"There ain't no puseon
aggressively
ter

nymed Calendar aboard the Allytheer,
an' never was, an' never will be!"
"What name did you say?" Klrkwood inquired.
The Allytheer, regis"Tills ship?
tered from Liverpool, bound from London to Hautwerp, In cargo. Anythlnk
else?"

Klrkwood shook bis head, turning to
the seascape with a gloomy gaze.

scan

As lie did so and remarked how clos·
upon the Sheppey headland the brlgautine had drawn the order was given
to go about. For the moment he was
left alone, wretchedly wet. shivering,
wan and shrunken visibly with the
knowledge that he had dared greatly
for nothing. Hut for the necessity of
keeping up before Stryker and his
crew the young man felt that he could
have broken down and wept fur

gladly

sheer vexation and disappointment.
Some little while later Stryker again

approached him. perhaps swayed by

unaccustomed Impulse of compassion. which, however, he artfully concealed.
Blandly Ironic, returning to
Ids Impersonation of the shopkeeper,
"Nothlnk else we can show you. sir?"
an

he Inquired.
Ί presume you couldn't put tno
ashore." Klrkwood replied Ingenuously.
In supreme disgust the captalu showed him his back. "'Ere, you," he called to one of the crew, "tyke this a wye!
Tyke Ίηι below an' put Mm to bed;
give Ίηι « drink an' dry 'is clo's.
Mebbe 'e'll be better when 'e wykea
Έ don't talk sense now. that's
up.
If you arsk me. I sye 'e's balmy
sure.
an' no 'ope for Ίηι."
A Lofty Ν «st.
A queer story comes from a city In
While some workmen α
the west
few days a^u were removing the condemned spire of u church. 2.V» teet
from the ground they round a latge
colony of mice comfortably nested In
the hollow part of the woodwork at
the base of the gilded cross that top-

Wbat a long Journey
the little creatures had to make for
food uDd water!-Chicago News.

ped the steeple.
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THE OXFORD BEARS.
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
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Puis HOI.
Α Γ WOOD

<Sfe

F.ilttw· uU

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

Ukoboe M. atwood.

A.

E. Fobbes.

Tkrms —$1.50 a year If paid strictly In advance,
otherwlae 93JOO a year. Single copie· 4 cents.

rint Baptist Church,
Hill, p·»tor.
Preaching every Snndaj at 10 49 à. a.
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7 36.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 A).
Covenant Meeting the last Friday berorr
Al'
the let Sunday of the month at 2 30 r. m.
not otherwise connecte·t are cordially Invited
Bar. G. W. Γ.

Fred Shaw went Friday morning to
AU legal advertisement· Auburn, where he
ΛovuTuniBm :
haa a position in
«re riven three connective Insertion· (or $1JM>
Houston1· cracker factory.
per inch tn length of column. Special contract*
Four conplee from tbe Hill attended
m»* le with local, transient and yearly aJrmrtl»
—

«».

Job Pki.nti.su .—New type, faet presse·, electric
power, experience·! workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar bast
n.-M complete and popular.

the ball at

ing.

Norway Thanksgiving even-

Mr. and Mrs. George H. Cummings of
Mechanic Falls were entertained at W.
H Cummings' for Thanksgiving.
Benj. S. Doe was at home for ThankslinuLE COPIES.
giving Day from Portland, where he is
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cents
in his sister's store.
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by employed
William G. Harlow, Miss lone Harlow
'.he publishers or for the convenience of patroni
on
of
each
been
Issue
have
placed
jingle copie·
and Miss Gertrude Harlow of Dixfield
tale at the folio win* place· In the County
were guests at George M. Atwood's
South Parts,
Sburtleff's Dru* Store.
Thanksgiving.
Norway,
Noyé·' Drug Store.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Shaw enterStone's Drug Store.
tained five tablée at whist Tuesday evenAlfred Cole, Postmaster.
Buckfleld,
Mrs. Harlow. Post Offlce.
Paris Hill,
ing.
West Paris.
Samuel T. White.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cummings will
entertain the wbist club at their home
Events.
Coming
Tuesday evening of this week.
H. L. Scribner and L. E. Newell each
D*> 7.—Annual meeting of Oxford Pomona
drove home a large flock of sheep last
Grange, South Pari».
Dec 13. —Farmer»' Institute. Grange Hall, North week.
In each drove there were some
Ruckfleld.
as good sheep as
you very often see.
Dec U.—Farmer*' Institute, Giange Hall, An
Mr. Scribner offers his for sale. See ad
dover.
Dec. 13.—Farmer»' Institute, Grange Hall, West in another column.
Parle.
There will be a Baptist Circle at CumJan 4, 5, 6.—Exhibition of Western Maine Poul
mings Hall, Friday evening, supper at
try Association, South Parts.
0:30 o'clock, followed by a one-act farce,
NEW A DVKKT1SEM ENTS.
entitled Quits.
Mina Helen R. Cole wan at home from
Holiday Goods.
Norway, where she is teaching, for tbe
Holiday Fancy Work.
Thanksgiving vacation.
Blue Stores.
Miss Josephine Cole is at home for a
I Once Knew a Mm
Books.
short vacation. She is teacher of the
(toe M'lllon Dollar·.
primary school at Canton.
Nervous Dyspepsia.
One of the largest of the Thanksgiving
Important Announcement
Appointment of Executors.
parties in this section was that at tbe
Petition
for
Discharge.
Bankrupt'*
home of Mr. and Mrs. George B. Shaw,
Brown tails.
which numbered tbir'y-one, and if all
Lost.
invited had been able to come, there
Sheep for Sale.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
would have been six more relative".
Besides Mr. and Mrs. Shaw, tbe party
More Candidates for Sheriff.
included Mark P. Sbaw and family, E.
the
D.
Besides Harry
Cole,
present Β Curtis and family, Ernest F. Shaw
jailer, whose candidacy for the Repub- and family, Gilbert E. Sbaw and family,
lican nomination for sheriff was an- Fred W. Sbaw and family, and Mr. and
nounced in the Democrat last week, two Mrs. Charles L. Shaw, all of this town,
other candida'es have made their an- and Mr. and Mrs. Cyrua Thurlow of
nouncements to the same general effect. Mechanic Falls. There were six children
They are Fred F. Bean of Bethel and J. and tifîeen grandchildren of Mr. and Mrs.
M. Hartlett of Stoneham. All three of Shaw in the company.
the candidates thus in the Held are mem
PAKTKIDQE DISTRICT.
bers of the present force of deputy
sheriffs, are personally known to many
Mrs. Lillie Mason, who has been at
of the citizens of the county, and all work at George Marshall's at West Paris,
has returned home.
generally respected.
The snow etorm of the 24th was very
here and There.
severe for the first one.
Mrs. Charles Hodgdon has gone to
winter with her
John D. Archbold, one of the leading Lewiston to spend the
Mrs. Young, and Mr. Hodgfigures in the Standard Oil Co., says that daughter,
don is at work for his brother, Mr. Fred
the recent decision of the court ordering
of Bucktield, for the winter.
that corporation dissolved will probably Hodgdon,
lead to the repeal of the Sherman antiWest Sumner.
trust law. Why, certainly. If the law
Herbert Barrows and wife of Portland
and the trusts are not in harmony, the
are visiting relative* here.
remedy is simple—repeal the law.
Mrs. Clara Clark has gone to Bucktield to spend a few weeks with her sisThe Argus suggests that the Sturgis ter, Mrs. Wm. Irish.
J. K. Simpson of Rumford is boarding
deputies, who are to be called off in
Bangor to give the local officers a show, with Freeman Farrar.
should be sent into Cumberland County.
Clinton Biebee of Aubarn is with his
Fancy the condition of the Argus' father, Sylvester Bisbee, for the Thankswith
the
hated
nerves,
Sturgis deputies giving vacation.
A. G. Wheeler went to Groveton and
working right in the focus of its hundred
eyes!
Stratford, X. H., Friday and returned
The express companies of the country
are just now engaged in dealing out
Christmas presents to their stockholders
in the form of cash dividends and stock
dividends in amounts which look almost
fabulous to the man on the street. Very
pleasant for the stockholders, but it may
not be the best kind of far-sighted policy
for the express companies, for the people are getting restive under the pressof the extravagant profits which
ure
they are contributing to some classes of
public service corporations, and these
big dividends may have some of the
qualities of a daunted red rag.

Monday.

Β. M. Small of Farmington visited his
mother, Mrs. E. G. Small, Friday, leaving for home Saturday.
Mrs. H. F. Atwood left for Brunswick

Friday, returning Monday.
Lynn Farrarr is at home

from Farmto visit his
Geo.
Collins.
friend,
There was a home gathering Thauke·
giving at G. il. Barrow»'. Their three
sons and their families, Herbert Barrows
and wife of Portland, M. C. Barrows,
wife, and daughters, Annie and Bortha,
and son, Guy, and C. A. Barrows and
wife.
At N. C. Ford's on Thanksgiving were
gathered all their children and grandOne of the best known men in Maine, children: M F. Ford, wife and two little
though he never held public office ex- eon*; Fred Chandler and wife, who was
cept a term or two in the legislature, EfSe Ford, and daughters, Clara and
was Solon Chase, who died at his home
Una, and two little sons; Elmer Ford,
in Turner Tuesday at 88 years of age. wife, and son Norwood.
Ile first acquired a considerable degree
L. C. Howe of Brockton, Mass., is
of fame through the columns of Cha»e's here to spend Thanksgiving with his
of
made
Chronicle, a paper
up largely
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Howe.
io
matter
written
"Uncle Solon's" Their grandson and Alfred Jotham of
He
was
undoubtedly Rumford are also their guests.
unique style.
News has been received of the death
rightly termed the father of the Greenback party in Maine, which at one time of Elmer L. Morrell Nov. 19, at Lewishad so much strength that it caused an ton. He was 17 years of age and died of
overturn in the e'ate government, and tuberculosis.
He spent the last months
was the unsuccessful candidate of that of his life here under the care of Dr. H.
he
F. Atwood. Many will remember Dr.
party for various offices. Though
traveled quite extensively at times, as Atwood's patient who sat on the piazza
home
bis
campaign speakerand lecturer,
day after day. It was a pathetic sight to
was within a stone's throw of the old
nee the poor b<>y wasting away while
farm where he was b"rn, and he was an everything wan being done for him that
excellent type of the sturdy, self-reliant, was within human power to do. He had
thinking New England farmer. Not all been at home little more than a week
the vagaries of politics ever ma<ie him when his death occurred. He is the son
one real enemy, and few men leave this
of C. 0. Morrell, of the llrm of Morrell
world so generally respected for real Λ Prince, Lewiston.
worth.
North Paris.

May

Seize

under Pure

KECKNT COURT DKCISloN
BUTTON ON

Food

Law.

PITS ASHTUKK

M^UOK BUSINESS.

in a rescript handed down by the
Maine Law Court Friday, it i* held that
the state officers may «eize liqu >rs under
the pure food law, not as representatives
of the national government, but as
deputies of this state.
This rescript will have an important
bearing on the enforcement work of
Maine. Cases are now pending before
the United States courts in which the
Boston liquor dealers seek to enjoin
Sheriff Hastings of Androscoggin County and the sheriffs of every county in
Maine from seizin); liquors under the
pure food law. it is claimed by the
petitioners that only the United States
government can act under this law.
The latest ruling of the Law Court
analyzes the subject in a new way.
Chief Justice Emery, who drew therescript, says that liquors which do not
comply with the pure food law are forbidden to be introduced into this state
from another state and hence are removed by Congress from the operation
of the interstate commerce clause, ami
become subject to the laws of the state
upon their arrival within its territory
and before delivery to the consignee.
Following is the complete rescript:
State oi Maine vs. eighty half-pint bottles of whiskey marked Harold J. Johnson, the Maine Central Railroad Company, claimant.
Rescript by Emery, C. J.
1. Where eighty half pint bottles of
intoxicating liquors are deposited in one
lot, the quantity and division into such
small bottles are sufficient evidence they
unlawful sale, no
were intended for
other explanation being offered.
2. When the bottles containing intoxicating liquors are labelled as containing monognm whiskey, and are marked
"Blend," and the alcohol content is
less, and the residuum from 100 cubic
centimeters is more, than the standard
teat prescribed by the Act of Congress
known as the "Pure Pood Act," the
liquois are miebranded and adulterated
within that act.
3.
Liquors so miebranded or adulterated are by the Pare Food Act forbidden to be introduced into this state
from another state, and hence are removed by Congress from the operation
of the commerce cLuse of the federal
constitution, and bec'ime subject to the
laws of the state upon arrival within its
territory and before delivery to the con-

signee.
Judgment for the state for forfeiture
of the liquors, and all liquors ordered
destroyed. Judgment against the claimant for oosts.

Prof. Robinson of Bowdoin College has
proved that poisoned
drinking water can be purified by the use
of bleaching powder. The Professor is
State Assayer and member of the State
Board of Health. Polluted water supply
of Jersey City has thns been pnrified and
tbe people are safely using it The Professor thus shows that the chemioal
action of bleaching powder purifies water
more effectively and at a less cost than
filtration.. Here is something of moment ; for our rivers and lakes are grad-

experimentally

ually being poisoned by ciTiligation.

ington where he has been

Mr. G G. Dow of Durham visited his
brother, Β. K. Dow. and wife a few days

recently.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Curtis of Norway
visited at M S. Bubier's Nov. 20.
Rev. D. B. Dow of Rochester, Ν. H.,
visited his parente, Mr. and Mrs. Β. K.
Dow, lasf week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field went to Norway Nov. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale had a
Thanksgiving party, there being fifteen
present. Among them were Miss Ruth
Kneelaml of Norway, Mr. Ralph Chapman of Bethel and Mr. and Mrs. F.
A.
Littlehale of this place.
Mr. and Mrs. Δ. T. Hollis and family
spent Nov 2*5 with Mrs. Hollis' mother,
Mrs. Rosetta Ryerson, of West Sumner.
North Buckfield.
its regular
Mountain Grange held
meeting Saturday, Nov. 20th, which was
as
interest
to
its
members
of unueiial
they had the plea«ure of listening to an
address from the gifted brother, Charles
Prince. The lecturer, Mrs. Kate Buck,
always has an interesting programme.
Miss Grace Austin closed a successful
term of school in this place Nov. 24th.
Mrs. Mary Capen is slowly recovering
from an attack of bronchitis.
Mr. Merle Sturtevant has gone to

Somerset, Me.,

on a

bunting expedition.

Mrs. Nellie Damon and daughter have
moved to Alton Damon's for the winter.
Grnver Keene Is quite sick at this
writing with a bad cold.

Guests for Thanksgiving were Mr. and
Mr·. Mabery Mayhew of Aubnrn, Mr·.
W. E. Lothrop and son Clayton of Wett
Sumner, at Mrs. J. E. Mayhew's; Wash
Heald'a family at B. F. Heald's; Mr. and
Mrs. C. G. Turner of Sumner atS. D.
Swallow's; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Catting
and son Wintield and Mr. and Mrs. Irving Cutting at Elmer Roberts'.
Grover Keene is quite sick at this

writing.

Thanksgiving

ball at the hall was
well attended and a tine time enjoyed.
Elmer Roberts' family have returned
from Sumner where he has been at
work for Mr··. Nellie Daratn.
The

North

Waterford.

Archie Grover and Lucius Jewett have
gone to Gloucester to work.
Mrs. Etfii Mathorson and four children
are still stopping tt Da .id Lebroke's
J. Walker Nason has Sioved bis household goods to Lovell. Mrs. Nason is at
Bingham, but will soon join him there.
Mrs. Lizzie Jewett is working for Mrs.
Ε. H. Nason.
Mrs. Merrill from Hebron wm here to
inspect the Woman's Re'ief Corps Saturday. Fonr candidates were Initiated.
A light lunch was served. The next
meeting will be eleetion of officers.

West Lovell.
G. C. Lord will ipend Thanksgiving
with his niece, Mrs. Charles Brackett, of

Sweden.
W. C. Brooks and Carl Farnum are
quite well settled in their camp.
Will Mains of Sandy Creek and Jamee
Uhandler of Sweden were In the place
last week looking after ash timber for

bat stloks.

Mrs. Kate Williams took Annt Joan

McAllister to East Stonebam
last week.

on ·

visit

West Paris.

Do not forget to attend the nie held
by the Baptist L. S. C. at the Qraoge
Hall, Wednesday afternoon and evening,
Deo. 1.
The Farmer·' Institute will meet at
the Orange Hall, Deo. 16.
The five new house· built thia season
bj Mr. L. C. Bate· on Pioneer Street are
Theae
all nearly ready for occopancy.
•re pretty, modern cottage·, each different in design. The grounds around them
bave been nicely graded, trees set out
and a nice aidewalk laid whioh adda
much to the appearance of the street.
The poverty social at Good Will Hall
was well attended and a good time was
enjoyed by all. Many poverty stricken
costume· were aeen in the grand march.
Pint prize for best repreaentatlon for
ladie· waa awarded Mrs. Jennie Bates.
First prize for gentlemen, V. E. Ellingwood. Net proceeds were $6.00.
The Thanksgiving dance at Dunham's
Hall, Wednesday evening, was well attended notwithstanding the storm.
Mrs. Alfreda Perry has been seriously
111 for the past three daya. They have a
trained nurse in attendance.
Sunday morning at the Univeraallst
church the paator, Rev. I. S. Macduff,

'sick benefite."
Mr. Bdwln Howe, who

was

operated

upon (or appendtoltla tad who» ease
bad been very serions, le now In a more

Favorable oondltlon.
Mlu Helen Biabee reteraed from Vermont and spent Thanksgiving with her
mother.
Miss Alice Mason brs been 111 with
srvsipelas in her faoe and head.

Thanksgiving rebat school re-opened Monday and

The

academy

had a

ι
ι
I
1

in Portland.

place.

parents,

Million Dollars
Good Stomach.

BLUE STORES.

This Offer Should bo a Warning to Every Mm Md
Woman.
The newspapera and medical journals
Rumford waa.t have bed much to aay relative to a fam-

In

moving from

uii

Howe

Mr. and Mrs. Jamea H. Far-

num.

our

advertising this Fall
told you about

very large assortment of grades
We have two-piece suiu of
FLEECE LINED garments at joc, 75c
$1 oo, 1.50 a garment.
WOOL GARMENTS, not fleeced, at $t 00,
and 1.50.
UNION SUITS in Jersey knit, $1 00, 1.5c,

comprises a
and prices.

■

joo^iu^

£i"«rb%w.

a.oo.

SUITS, fine grade Wright's
fleeced, •3 .00.
BOYS' UNDERWEAR, asc, 50c. $r 00
How about OVERSHIRTS? Heavy an(j
warm at 50c, 75c, $1.00, 1.50, 2 00."
See
UNION

|
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Our Good*

the

Noi'wa y

aouthi Paris

Rubbers !

Rubbers !

Rubbers !

It is time now to purchase your Rubbers and be ready
We have a
for the first snow which is sure to come soon.
are advc- used
line
which
Maiden
new
the
of
stock
very large
in this paper by the A. H. Berry Shoe Co. Read their ad. and
learn how to get a prize and come and get your Rubber* of
us.
We are sure you will be pleased with this new brand 01
goods. They are perfect in style and fit. Every pair is a
new pair, and we are positive that if they are properly fit:ed

they give satisfaction.

:
y
All kinds of Rubbers are a little higher io price than formerly, but we
think if you buy the Maiden you will get full value for your money. Heme!., r
b
We have this new line with leatlu-r t> )><
we have all styles and can fit you.
u
heel or no heel, 8 10-12-14 and 16 iucb leg. l'leane do not forget that win·!'
want footwear you can fiud what you want and get fitted here.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE
Teleptioiio 11Q*8.

DOWN!
5 Suits size 32
"
44
34
β

We have

11

2
4
4

eubftltut®·

1

"

"

"

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

36
37
38

39
40

41
which we have been selling from $13.60 to $25.00
and have just marked
down to sell from $10.00
to $17.60.
If in need of one call, for
they are all this season's
goods, and at these prices
1

injtitute

BTyc.

YOUNG

disapprove

F. H. NOYES CO.

daFrank

livej

or

statement.

te°daD„cne;

special
particularly

Best, That's Our

are

Call and see us. Prove

F^ls

DFra1nkhL.

Coats,

OUR UNDERWEAR

^"ίϊί

°°ThorrR«c°rd

have

Our Sweaters,
Our Fur Coats,
Our Overcoats,
Now it is Our Underwear.

Dr. R. W. Bucknam and wife leave
sets,
irlll continue two weeks.
Saturday for Philadelphia where the
À anion Thanksgiving service was doctor will continue hla atudiee.
The Seaaiona property, which was
held at the Universailet church at 10:15
Rev. J. H. Little, the pastor, recently aold to Jamea M. Day, la now
λ. η
beMfl, M
»b«l
digest food.
preaohed ao appropriate sermon, Rev. occupied by Jamea and Fred Farnum.
from
We are now able to supply the pepsin
C. L. Banghart, Evangelist Miss Adams
Thankagiving waa a dirty, rainy day,
in a form almost identic^ to that natu
and Rev. W. C. Curtis assisting in the yet the hunters were out aud elx deer
rally created by the system when in
opening services. Special music under were shot within six miles of the village.
H. E. Billings has recently purchased
normal health, so that it restores to the
the direction of Mrs. Bangbart was rendered by a choir from the several a 60 horse power boiler and a 35 horse
gastric juicea their digestive power, and
thus makes tbe stomach strong and well.
churches.
power engine for his mill at North
Wo want everyone troubled witb inMr. and Mrs. P. 8. Chandler spent Woodstock.
and Ray Jordan went to digestion and dyspepsia to come to our
Charles Perham and Granville Abbott
preached an eloquent Thanksgiving Thanksgiving in Cumberland with their
his
store and obtain a box of Rexall Dyspepsermon and there was appropriate music (laughter, Mrs. W. A. Bunting, coming are working for Fred Proctor on
sia Tablets.
They contain Bismuthto Norway to visit their son, W. S. logging job.
by the choir.
A. P. Chandler Is painting sleighs for
Subnitrate and Pepsin prepared by a
Miss Jennie Pierce, who has been tbn Chandler, Thursday afternoon.
Dr. P. I. Brown's family of South B. R. Billings, the liveryman.
process which develops their greatest
guest of Mrs. Elva Locke, has returned
disturbance
The quarry is employing twenty men
Miss Pierce Portland spent Thanksgiving with Mrs.
to her home in New Tork.
power to overcome digestive
in
Portland.
to
Lucy Shearman,
Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets are very
has many friends in this vicinity who Brown's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M. and there is prospect of work enough
Mrs. Lucy Shilling· wm with reia pleasant to take. They soothe tbe irrikeep the crew until midwinter.
will be glad to know that she has Philbrook.
tivee in Saco for
hired the lower rent in the Mrs.
table, weak stomach, strengthen and inMIDDLE INTERVAI.B.
Oreenwood.
ρβορ1β vigorate the digestive organs, relievo
Mooney house and will spend the sumAlanson Tyler of West Bethel has
"Te have looked on Death since ye
nausea and indigestion, promote nutrimer here.
met me last!" This is all correct, Mrs.
tion and bring about a feeling of comMiaa Jennie Bradbury haa gone to been here recently on business.
Minnie Kimball is at the hospital in Hemaus, and the person was no other
fort.
Lewiston where she will spend the
Portland for an operation.
than the wife of Augustus K. Hicks, with her parents; H. H.. Warawe
If you giye Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets a
winter.
Dr. Twaddle is attending physicisn and who now sleeps in the little cemereasonable trial we will return your
Mrs. Frank McKenney, who has been
tbe
for S. N. Kimball, who was taken sud- tery at Oreenwood Center, which she
money if you are not satisfied witb
ill for many months, is very low.
assisted in making about 25 years ago.
result. Three sizes, 25 cents, 50 cents
Mise Mabel Ricker was in Norway Fri- denly ill of late.
Mr. Chase, with his fine looking oxen, Further details will be given from the
Remember you can obtain
and II.00.
day.
Irleb; Mr end Mr.. vvarr
Rexall Remedies in South Paris only at
Miss Annie Stoehr, teacher of the helped get wood for I. E. Little on Maple proper source.
sliaw. Mr our store
F. A.
and Pine Parm.
The Rexall Store.
Thanksgiving Day and the meteorologiprimary grade, is at her home in Sabatis
H Conant with Mrs. Sburtleff &. Co.
Mrs. w. π
Mildred Little is at work at Prospect cal conditions are quite similar to what and m'™
during the Thanksgiving recess.
n«rt
of
Allen
Mr. Abner Mann was in Portland a Inn at Bethel Hill.
they were when Mr. Taft was made Bradeen; Mr. •nd
M g Aeâ Atwood;
Mrs. William Parwell was recently president of the United States. But the
piirt of last week.
of her boys are out deer hunting all the same
Mr. Levi Shedd is quite ill at this called to attend the funeral
Two 1200
horses, one twobrother, who died at his home in Pox- and they have been after them more or
writing.
a
colt.
old
less, much of the time more, ever since
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Ricker of Bristol, croft. Mr. Bryant, the deceased, was
year
V. H., are guette of Mr. Bicker's parents, former resident of Locke's Mills, and the law permitted it.
F. H. DkCOSTER,
wan much respected by all who knew
Last week Scott Merrill of Norway of Auburn with J. B.CW
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Ricker.
D. No. i, South Paris
F.
R.
ψη>.
wl>■>
Local
47 9
came up for that kind of sport, in the
poopl»
Mine Ethel Richardson was the guest him.
^ |||(
E- W·
Misses Alice and Mollie Carter were mean time calling at the Bennett place, Mr. and
NOTICE.
of Mrs. L. M. Mann last week.
Brideham; In the District Court of the Unite·! States for
but was obliged to return without anyUnion Christmas exercises will b;> at home Thanksgiving Day.
an(1 M"'
F·
RaweoD
are
In Bankruptcy.
in
this
them.
Maine.
.Several
the
fun
of
of
District
the
shipping thing except
vicinity
hunting
held at the Baptist church on Christmas
of apples.
In the matter of
Saturday morning nearly an inch of
eve. It has been the custom of the three a fine lot
In Bankruptcy.
WILLIAM C. SMITH,
Miss Barbara Carter of Bethel Hill snow fell, sufficient to cause the kids to
churches for ^naoy years to unite in
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
with 0. E.
these exercises changing the place of had interesting closing exercises in her get their hand sleds out for a slide, but
C. Smith, in the
William
of
tbe
creditors
To
y H|cker anil
Mrs. soon it was nearly all off and the cattle
school last Priday, Nov. 19tb.
meeting each year.
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
.Ub
and
Kimball
as if
M
on the JOth day of
Ellen
P.
SP»u.dRose
J.
that
in
the
field
Is
again
were
Notice
Little,
just
hereby
given
grazing
Mrs. H. H. Wardwell and Mrs. Luther
Nov., A. D. 1909, the Mid William C. Smith wax
Irish went to Lewiston last Wednesday. Misses Alice and Prances Carter were nothing of the kind had happened.
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
in
visitors
attendance.
another
the
forenoon
phenomeDuring
Mrs. Roscoe Tuell has been in Portmeeting of hie creditor» will be held at the
Mrs. Pred Roberts and son of China, non appeared, this time in the form of a
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
land visiting her daughter, Mrs. I. L.
Parle, on the 8lh day of Dec, A. D. 1909, at
after a pleasant visit with her parents, flock of wild geese, about twenty-live in
Bowker.
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
Mr. and Mrs. Will Bosserman of Bethel Mr. and Mrs. E. Capen, have returned number, and headed southward as is alsaid creditors may attend, prove their claim*,
where
Mrs. ways the case in autumn. They were
to their pleasant home
appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
were at D. H. Fifleld's last Wednesday,
transact such other business as may properly
called there by the illness of Mrs. Roberts finds her husband to greet her. flying in the form of the letter V, and
ce
Ned Carter is getting ready to log.
Bosserman's mother, Mrs. Terry.
although high in the air their usual
ΟΤ. M, IWJ.
WALTER L. URAY.
A. H. Packard and daughter, Methel, honk! bonk! every few moments waa
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Irish and daughReferee In Bankruptcy.
K.c„d ol
Pine
at
the
and
called
audible.
Mapln
plainly
ter, Elizabeth, spent Thanksgiving with recently
Farm.
Friday. If all the recent storm had Maes., wa. with her parent, on Thank.
relatives at Bucktield.
Dorcaa Watkins has finished her visit been snow, instead of ending in rain,
Mr. W. P. Dunham of Lynn, Mass., is
Chaffln
with her brother, Joseph Oliver, and re- there would have beeq a foot or more;
in town.
but now there are only a few inohes so
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Wardwell and turned to her home In Lewlston.
that aleighs and wagona are used on the
children spent Thanksgiving at BuckWest Bethel.
road.
field, the guests of Mrs. Wardwell'e
Charlea Swan attended the funeral of
"The editors soon will ko fishing
parents.
In the mackerel barrel <lowo cellar,
his half-aister, on his father's side, WedMr. and Mrs. II. B. Dunham enterFor the turkey, for which they've been wl«hwas made ■*·>"■'
CM.
nesday, and would have attended the fu-,
tained on Thanksgiving day Mr. and
lng,
While the brine serves for cider bo "meller." neral of bis half-sister, on his mother's
Mrs. Bert Day, Mr. and Mrs. Alton Dav
1
Progressive Club held a dance at
aide, on Thursday, had it not been for the
and family, Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Day and
atorm. The two persons were of nearly the hall Thursday night with a a r
"It le not much the world can give,
of
one
Mrs.
children. They
report
With all lte subtle art;
the same age and died of a similar die·,
Dunham's excellent dinners for which
But mince pic·, now, are Just the things
Mr. A c. Haley of Mibon
ease.
she is noted, and a royal good time.
To cheer the druggist's heart."
were wdth Rev A. W. PottleThursMr. and Mrs. Thomas FlaviD and
Clarence Briggs of South Parie ahot
1
children spent Thanksgiving Day with two deer near this village last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowe from New Glou- !
Washburn bas not been driving
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Dunham.
Mrs. Blsina Coffin spent Thanksgiving ceater spent Thanksgiving with their his R. F. D. route this week. Haroin
Among the out of town guests on with her brother, L. D. Grover, and daughter, Mrs. Geo. Hayes.
Shaw has been hie
Thanksgiving Day were Mr. and Mrs. I. 1 family.
Several from here attended the ball at !
r
t j an
aB re.
A Hutcb nson is reported
L. Bowker at Roscoe Tuell's, Mr. and
With eggs at 45 cents per dozen and the village, also the one at the City, not-1
covering from hie recent illness and will
Mrs. Ε Β. Jackson and Leon Berry at lard 17 cents
per pound many have to withstanding the sleet and snow which «oon be about.
G. W. Berry's, Mr. Hiram Berry and live
fell to the depth of about two and one>
held at
up »n less expensive food.
le w be
A farmer.'
family at Berry Brother·' farm, Miss : Mrs. J. C. Kendall of Freeport was In half inches Wednesday night.
u
the grange hall at >oriu
Emma Swan at L. B. Swan's.
will
and
Richardson
Mr. Chas.
town last week to visit her sister, Mrs.
family
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Penley and family ! H. P.
home
on
new
to
their
relatives.
move
Dennlson, and other
Saturday
Warren has moved into the
were at Ernest Herrick's on ThankegivMany regret Μ. Ε parsonage jn.t vacated y
Enough snow fell Wednesday after- Beal Street, Norway.
ing Dav.
Mr. Richardson has
noon to make quite good sleighing on their departure.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lurvey took their
leased his farm to Mr. and Mrs. Lendall
Thanksgiving Day.
Allen returned home Friday
Thanksgiving dinner at F. L. Wyman's. j Mrs. Helen Tyler has sold about two Yate* for 'he coming year.
.Iter a business trip to Bustun and PortDr. and Mrs Yates were at Lewiston hundred barrels of nice
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Estes have moved laDd.
apples from her
with their niece on Thanksgiving Day. orchard.
into the up-etairs rent in Fred Cole's
Mr. Chandler Curtis has been quite I
Mrs. Vienna Holt is this week enter- house at the City for the winter.
FORCED INTO EXILE.
ill for the last few days, but is comfortFred Edgerly is carpentering for Maud
taining her friend, Mrs. Nettie Evans, of
Wm.
Upcburch of Glen Oak, Okla.,
able at this writing.
Swan, who is building a five-room house was an exile
Gorham, Ν. H.
from Lome. Mountain air,
Mr. Abner Mann, treasurer of the
has on the Corbett lot.
À. J. Haskell of Berlin, Ν. H
he thought, would cure a frightful lungState Y. P. C. U., left Priday morning to
Herman Emmons is very sick with
bought nearly all the winter apples in
!
racking cough that had denied all remeattend the New England state officers' this
pneumonia.
vicinity at two dollars per barrel.
dies for two years. After six months he
conference at Columbus Avenue church, I
bold
Chandler Curtis is in poor health.
Pleasant Valley Grange now
death dogging his steps.
Boston.
Miss Emma Burke of Betbol spent] returned,
evening meetings on the first and third
"Then I began to use Dr. King's New
Miss Annie Schenk went last Thurs-1
Saturdays of each month.
Thursday at Chas. Martin's.
be writes, "and after taking
day to visit Miss Stoehr at Sabatis.
Bertha Corbett is visiting relatives in Discovery,"
MEN'S
Mrs. Charles Home of Rumford Censtyles
six bottles I am as well as ever." It
There will be a calico ball in Grange ter
recently visited her parents, Mr. and town.
saves thousands yearly from desperate
a
are
□all Dec. 3d. Refreshments of cake and Mrs. Daniel
strong
Geo. Tubbs is building a camp to
Morrill, and other near relaInfallible for Coughs and
diseases
coffee will be served. This is the first tives in town.
In this winter while running Willis' lung
feature this season in our
it dispels Hoarseness and Sore
Colds,
dance in the hall. Everybody invited.
his
blacksmith
Mills
closed
mil).
W. D.
shop
Cures
Bronchitis,
Throat.
Grippe,
There will be a public meeting at Cen- last week and went to the lake
selections in suits and overcoats. We
country
Sumner.
tennial Hall oo the evening of Dec. 2 to
Hemorrhages, Asthma, Croup, Whoophunting for large game.
bottle
Trial
and
50c.
$1.00.
organize a village improvement society.
have the smart models, the broadH. A. Sturtevant visited in Rumford ing Cough.
Mra. G. Dana Morrill and daughter I
Guaranteed by F. A. Shurtleff &
free.
All are invited to come. Everybody.
Dorothy recently visited Cleveland Bell a few days recently.
and the
Co.
shouldered athletic
Mrs. Julia Bowker and Mrs. D. R.
and wife of Oxford.
Hebron.
Coles are in poor health.
Governor Fernald has appointed ex- snappy cut which young fellows want.
Miss Alma Merrill spent Saturday and
Locke's Mill*.
Stanley Foster, who has been working G vern T John Hill of Augusta, Joseph I
Sunday at bome from her school in
in Massachusetts, has returned home.
A stormy Thanksgiving.
P. Basa and Edward H. Blake of BanPoland.
Morrill school closed Nov. 19th for |
Mrs Charlie Swan, who has been serigor, Jaa. P. Baxter of Portland, Edward
Mr. and Mrs. narry Phillips of Minot
one
week
vacation.
ill with pneumonia, is gaining
C. Plummer of Bath and E. P. Ricker of
were the week-end guests
at C.
W. ously
J. F. Davenport and wife of Hartford Poland as
slowly.
delegates to the meeting of I
Cum mines'.
at
and
H.
and
wife
visited
A.
Sturtevant
in this field as in
Mrs. Elmer Cummings was at Norway
the National Rivers and Harbor Associa- aie masters of
Mrs. Dalcina Ilibbs has returned from
W. E. Bowker's Nov. 21st.
will be held at Washington,
which
Monday.
tion,
Massachusetts where she has been for
Mrs. Mary Newell visited her daughhave created for us some
others ;
Mr. Ed Bean had the good luck to
D. C., Dec. 3-10.
several weeks.
ter, Mrs. C. H. Bonney, recently.
shoot a deer Thursday.
models for young
attractive
Earl Stone has gone to Waltham to
Mrs. Alton Ames, who has been sick
extremely
Mrs. Helen Bryant spent a few days in
A SCALDED BOY'S SHRIEKS
learn the machinist's trade.
for the past two months, visited at G. B.
Portland last week.
horrified his grandmother, Mrs. Maria men.
Mrs. Robert DeWolfe went to RumThe fnneral services of the late Lewis Spaulding's one day last week.
of Nebo, Ky., who writes that,
ford Thursday, returning Saturday acSusie Russell of East Sumner visited Taylor,
We've other styles a little less
were held at the Union church
Bryant
when all thought he would die, Buckcompanied by her husband. They will
Nov. 20, conducted by Rev. G. friends in this place recently.
Saturday,
him.
cured
Arnica
Salve
len's
wholly
remain at W. A. Nichols' till after
We've got
extreme for older men.
B. Hannaford. There was a large atInfallible for Burns, Scalds, Cuts, Corns,
Thanksgiving.
Dickvale.
tendance of relatives and friends. The
for
Cures
the
Fever-Sores,
Mr. Cbas. Williams of New York was
Bruises,
Wounds,
right things
floral offerings were beautiful. He is
Thanksgiving passed off quietly on Boils. Skin Eruptions, Chilblains, Chap
at James Bumpus' one day recently.
survived by a widow, two daughters, account of the storm.
Hands. Soon routs Piles. 25c. at
Schools in town will begin Nov. 29
ped
three brothers and one sister.
E. G. Child and wife took dinner with
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'β.
with the following teachers:
Rev. G. B. Hannaford preached here Abbie Irish.
Brighton Hill—Jennie Tlbbetts.
a large congregation.
Nov.
to
dinAt
J.
C.
Sunday,
21,
Wyman's
Thanksgiving
ALLEY'S LFHU BALSAM
Alders—Mrs. Gertrude Conant, Buckflelil.
We are always glad to hear Mr. Hanna- ner were the following: T. A. Wvman, will cure nut only a fresh cold, but one of thotc
One Price Clothier,
So. 5—Kva Woo ·, Llrerniore.
No. β—Mrs. Cleora Long, Rowdolnham.
ford.
wife and daughter, of Weld, M. L. Wy- stubborn c uglis that usually hang on for month'.
No.7—Alice Stuart, Northfleld.
worth.
25c.
50c.
Ita
Its
Give
trial
anil
|UO.
prove
Mrs. A. K. Hicks died at her home man and wife of Rumford, G. B. Gordon
MAINE.
No. 8— Mella Gray, Brewer.
47-50
here Monday, Nov. 22d. Mrs. Hicks has and family and 0. 0. Tracy and daughMr. and Mrs. Ed Cox of North Norway
been sick and slowly failing for some ter of Dickvale.
»TAT£ OF MAINE.
Λ'ο Backache or Kidney Pain·.
were at C. W. Camming*' a few days reLizzie Keene and David Chandler aro
time, but has been cheerful and glad to
If you have palne ln|the back, urinary, bladder
OF OXFORD, 8».:
cently.
see her many friends when they have getting ready to go to Massachusetts for or kidney trouble, dizziness and lack of energy, COUNTY
Gertrude Goorge spent several days
Isabelle C.
Taken on execution, wherein
try Mother Gray's AUSTRALIAN-LEAF,
called She was nearly 70 years of age. the winter.
with Elizabeth Phillips last week.
the pleasant herb cure. As a regulator It ha* no Itrookx of I'arle, In said County, le plaintiff, an>l
She has been kindly cared for by her
A.
I.U/le
R. S. Tracy has bought another puro |
anil
Hopkins
I».
I.orenZ'>
Hopkins
equal. At Drusglete, or bv mall, 50c. Auk to-dayν both
Stanley Glover has gone to Portland nephew, Clifton Swan, and wife. She bred Oxford Down lamb.
of M Hon Plantation, In said County, are
SAMPLE FREE. Address The Mother Urn
to learn plumbing.
auction
sold
be
ami
wPI
by
public
Y.
defendant*,
Ν.
47-50
Co Le Boy,
«as a hard working woman and it can
December,
on the twenty-first (21st) ilay of
Miss Grace Bumpus and Herbert BowNorway Lake.
be said of her "She hath dune
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at the
truly
A.
D.
190»,
When Rubber· Become Nsccssarjr
man spent Saturday in Paris and Nor«tore of C. H. liuck, In said Milton, all the right
what she could." Funeral at the house
Miss Leola Noyea of Lovell came to J
And
shoe· pinch, Allen'· Foot-Ease, a pow- In equity which the said l.lzzle A. Hopkins had
way.
conducted by A. M. An- spend Thanksgiving with her grand- der toyour
bo shaken Into the shoes, Is just the thing on the'.Will day of November, A. D. 1908, when
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Phillips visited a> Wednesday
drews of Woodstock, and Rev. C. L. parents, J. L. Partridge and wife.
to use. Try It for Breaktng In New Shoes
Sold the name was attache·! on the original writ to
Auburn last week.
Everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any svbHUute. redeem the following described mortgaged real
Miss Janet Stephens is at home again.
Banghart officiated as clergyman. Mnsic
47-50
estate situated In said Milton, to wit: a parcel of
was furnished by a quartette consisting
Cheater A. Flint and family spent
Denmark.
land bounde<l and described ae follows, viz. ■—
of Mrs. Lola Foeter, soprano; Mrs. Nov. 25tb with his father, Leonard Flint,
Commencing at a stake and stones near a maule
Abont 35 couples attended the ThanksPetition for
Abbie Trask, alto; J. A. Fairbanks, when they entertained a family party.
tree, being four rods from eald Milton town line
giving ball in Odd Fellows' hall.
and on line of land of Dana K. Bean; thence
matter of
)
tenor; C. E. Stowell, baas; with Mrs. C.
George Frost and wife entertained In the
ANNIE L. HOLMES,
by said Hean's land ninety seven
Roy Freeman shot a nice buck deer E. Stowell, organist.
} In Bankruptcy. southeasterly
Interment at friends Thanksgiving Day.
rods
to the County road leading from Rumford
Bankrupt. )
Wednesday; Andrew Smith also got one. Greenwood.
to said Milton; thence north about fifty degrees
F. E. Pottle and family spent the day To the Hox. Clarence Hale,
Disof
the
Judge
The first snow of the year Thankegiv
rods to a stake and stones en
at W. S. Partridge's.
trict Court of the United 8tates for the District west, eighty-three
the east side of said road ; thence north about
ing Day.
of Maine :
around here were prevented
Mills.
Many
Wilson's
east,
Hfty-nlne rode to the bound
degrees
Cbas. E. Plngree has built bim a camp
L. Holmes, of Buckileld, In the Coun- forty
from spending Thanksgiving as they
begun at, also another parcel adjoining above
on Moose Brook and has
ty of Oxford, and State of Maine, in said named
Ν. Κ Bennett of Norway spent a few
bounded as follows, viz. :
begun a logging
aud
parcel
planned on account of the storm and District, respectfully represents that on the 4th Commencing at a stake
and stones on said
job.
days the past week with hla daughter, bad
were John day of Sept., last past, she was duly adjudged Rum ford
tbem
traveling,
town
Milton
among
and
line; thence
tors. C. K. Belcher, who broke her leg B. S. Wilson.
under tho Acts of Congress relating to'
bankrupt
line
seventeen rods and
on said town
Wood's family and J. S. Smith's family.
Bankruptcy; that she has duly surrendered all fnortherly
Ε. E. Storey haa gone into the woods
four weeks ago, is slowly recovering.
a stake and stones on line of Rodiur
links
to
They had planned to spend the day in her property and rights of property, and has fully well Wnd; thence southeasterly on line of said
Fred Bacon and family have returned for D. A. Cameron.
Waterford. Others also were detained compiled with all the requirements of said Acts Rod well land eighty-seven rods and twenty links
to their home at the Bean farm for thr
R. B. Wilson is at work for H. Hoyt
and of the orders of Court touching her bankto the south-west corner of said ltodwell parcel ;
at home.
ruptcy.
winter.
Booking.
a bound on said county
has sold his place to
C. A. Flint
Wherefore she prays, That she may be decreed thence southwesterly to
C. T. Fox haa finished work for E. A.
road ; thence north-westerly north about thirteen
Lovell.
Charles Crosby, but does not expeot to by the Court to have a full discharge from all and one-half degrees west, ninety-seven rods to
ilebu provable against her estate under said
Traverse, and Jesse Ferren has taken move before
the bounil begun at. Said real estate la aubject
spring.
The snow of Wednesday evening and li is
bankruptcy Acta, except such debts as aro ex- to a mortgage
place.
given by said Lizzie A. Hopkins
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Shaw and little cepted by law from such discharge.
the following rain interfered somewhat
Cuvier Wilson ahot an eight point
to tha Norway Savings Batk, recorded In Oxford
22nd
A.
Dated
this
of
D.
1909.
Nov.,
day
son of Paria called on Mrs. R. W. Knight
with the activities of Thanksgiving, and buck on the Abbott Brook Tuesday.
of Dee Is, book 259, page 59, on
Registry
County
ANNIE L. HOLMES, Bankrupt.
and Mrs. Lottie Crane Nov. 21st.
which Is sal I to be due about one hundred and
prevented some from reaching their deS. W. Bennett spent Sunday at his
Order of Notice Thereon.
dollars.
twenty-live
than
of
more
wild
A
flock
thirty
geese
sired destination.
lister's.
Dated at Milton the lfttli day of November,
were seen here the 24th, and the morning District or Maine, ss.
Jessie A. Chapman was at home for
In Magalloway Plantation, Nov. 10,
On this 27th day of Nov., A. D. 1909, on reading 1009.
of
the
25th
a
flook
were
seen
JAMK9 M. DAY, Deputy Sheriff.
flying the foregoing petition, It Is
the week end and she and her father ίο the wife of Earl
Hoyt, s son.
south from here. It Is supposed they
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
were at 0. C. Eastman's Friday for dinipon the same on the 17th day of Dec, A. D.
ner.
stopped in the lake all night.
She returned Saturday to her
before said Court at Portland, In said DisEast Sumner.
Elden Hall came from Colby to spend Iii09, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon:
school at Portland.
and that no
trict,
lice thereof be published In the Oxford DemoThanksgiving Day paased very quietly Thanksgiving with his folks.
Prank Cushtnan and friend came from
Pullets.
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, aid Barred
Poulard Wednesday evening but owing without balls or bawls In the near vlcini·
;hat all known oredltors, and other persons In
Shagg -Pond.
y. Some of ns forty-seven years ago
to the storm got no farther than Fryenterest, may appear at the said time and place,
market
Will pay top
prices.
were gunning down south and dined on
ml show cause, If any they have, why the
I. W. Robbins has been doing a little
burg, returning the next day.
R. Q. PORTER, Norway.
47tf
of said petitioner should not be granted.
Lino's great dog show has been at the lard tack and aalt mule. But now we trapping and is having fairly good luck grayer
And It Is further otdered by the Court, That
but His little son, Irwin R
aged 8 years, ta Clerk shall send by mall to til known credNOTICE.
village three evenings, giving much san enjoy peace and plum pudding,
iave to buy our chickens instead of
tors copies of said petition aie this order, ad- I η the District Court of the Unite·! 8Utes for the
iccompanies his father in bis trip to at- lrossed
pleasure to the patrons.
to them at their plaasof residence as
D.strict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
We are pained to record the death of Iravoing them. Among our many things tend the whole line of traps Saturday
itated.
Mr. Herbert Harriman, which occurred 1 ο be thankful for i· peace and s united tnd Sunday, as these are all the days
)
Witness, the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge In the matter of
JOHN McMENNAMIN,
One :he
1 lation and national prosperity.
if the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port} In Bankruptcy.
not
does
attend
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
HarriClara
young trapper
Friday
of Rumford, Bankrupt. )
one flag, one people, with a , ichool.
and, In said District, on the 27th day of Nov.,
he
rises
muntry,
after
short
of
a
sickneaa
Nearly
morning
every
man,
pneuI. D. 1909.
creditors of John McMennamln, Ir. the
To
the
irlght future ahead. Let us rejoice it daybreak and goes alone to the traps set [L. a.j
monia.
JAMBS E. HKWEY, Clerk.
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
hat we are Amerloan citizens and bet- lear his home.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Notice Is hereby given that on the 2Sd dsv of
One morning recently
Attest:
JAMES
E.
Clerk.
HEWEY.
and
Jan., A. D. 190B, the snld John McMennamln was
er yet, are New England citizens,
East Brownfleld.
irhen be made his trip into the pasture,
adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
duly
of
old
»est
all
citizens
the
of
, iccompanied by his
grand
A very enjoyable social was given at
dog Teddy, who Is
NOTICE.
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
Market Square, South
lis companion in all his rambles, he
η the District Court of the United States for the olllce of the Referee, No. 8
Bradbury Hall Nov. 22 by Mr. Deane, tate of Maine—Amen.
Paris, on the 8th day of Dec., Α. II. 1909, at
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
'ound a fox in one of the traps. Master
who has been overseeing the work oo
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
Albany.
[rnie got him a club and taking hold of d the DiAtt6r of
Mr. L. R. Giles' new house.
)
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,
ELGIN A. GBEBNLEAT, JIn Bankruptcy.
Mra. F. G. Sloan and son Roger spent red's collar, (so be would not tear the
Mr. Ernest HIU recently captured a
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
transact such other buslneaa aa may properly
a
!
be
Mr.
Fox
blow
ox
atrnok
Mra.
to
her
John
with
few
slater,
days
piece·),
ninety pound deer.
To the creditors of Elgin A. Greenleaf, In the <x>mt before said meeting.
I >etween the ears which laid him out for
Mr. and Mrs. Ebeu Rounds entertained
South Paria, Nov. 19.1909.
loir, of Eut Bethel, last week.
bounty of Oxford and dlatrlct aforesaid :
WALTER L. GRAY,
Notice Is hereby given that on the 27th day of
while. Thinking he had killed the
their daughter, Mrs. Marston, and family
A goodly number from this town atReferee In Bankruptcy.
lov., A. D. 1909, the said Elgin A. Greenleaf
ended the Thanksgiving ball at West 1 ox, he took bim and started for home.
over Thanksgiving.
ras duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the flrst
1
Vhen he found be was getting tired he
lethel
Mr. and Mrs. iterr and family were
aeetlng of his creditors will be held at the office
McCLURE'S MAOAZINE wants a responsible
Befereo, No. 8 Market Square, South Paris, κ ml energetic man or woman In Paris and vlclnMrs. Addle Conner Is at home from
aid, "Now, Mr. Ted, you will have to ηf the
guests of the A. F. Johnsons the 25th.
Exthe 29th day of Dec., A. D. 1909, at 10 o'clock Ity to attend to Its subscription lnteresta.
I telp me," so he placed him on Teddy's
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Stiekney spent
<ocke'a Mille for a short visit.
a the forenoon, at which time the said creditors
unnecessary. There Is liberal gnaranto
the
L. L. Lord reoeotly sawed wood for I >ack, and in that way they oame
A profitable permanent1
id compensation.
Thanksgiving at the home of Mrs. E. A.
lay attend, prove their claims, appoint a
rustee, examine the bankrupt, and transact business without capital can be established !
la father, M. F. Lord, with hla gasoline I louse, a most amusing looking trio,
S. Stiekney.
other business as may properly come be- smong friends and acquaintances. Whole or (
] rnie thinks that fox was a pretty tongh ucb said
Mr. L. R. Giles is confined to the uglne.
ne
meeting.
•pare time. This Is the best time to start. Com. !
bouse on acconnt of illness.
There was a good attendance at the < Id fellow, as his father had to kill bim I Booth Puts, Nov. S7.1909.
plete outfit and instructions /We. Write now..
If
WALTEB
L.
ucClure's Magasine, 46 Bast 2Sd Street, New!
the
honse.
Wonder
to
ι
came
Helen Giles is recovering rapidly from frange danoe the 27th. They have their iter he
GRAY,
In Bankruptcy. fork City.
47-9
Beferoe
beat
of
thii
oan
this?
ι
hunter
ι recent operation for appendloitls.
ew hall nearly oompleted.
ny
age
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Webster Farnum came home from
Waltham to spend Thanksgiving with
his

rÏÎ'ttVSof

a

millionaire'· offer foranew stomach.
This greet multi millionaire wu too
»
-eeidence on High
busy to worry about tbe condition of bis
famil? into It the laat of,h® *®®*·
eromach. Be allowed bis dyspepsia t<>
Tn„
ToesM»ra Iriah returned home
run from bad to worse until in tbe end
Bis misfortunH became incurable.
should serve a· a warning to others
Everyone wbo suffers witb dyspepsia
for a few years will give everything he
in .nterttlnmeot »t lb·
owns for a new stomach.
Dyspepsia Is caused by an abnormal
of fancy article· and state of the
gastric juices. There is one
element missing—Pepsin. Tbe absence
of this destroys the funotion of tbe gas
,o,
which
trie fluids.
They lose their power to

couples attended the
masquerade ball Wednesday evening.
Supper waa furnished by the V. I. S.
Charles Kneeland it

JSHÎftT Bu^S^wUb
anA·
Geo.IriHhHelÎ^y"bM
H. Her»ev

Thirty-eight

North Woodstock to the Isaac

One
for

BvckfUM.

Bryant's Pood.
Evangelists. ▲. Enni will be with
Che Baptist aocletj thro ash the ooming
week. Meeting· will be held each evenended.
Mr. D. W. Perry of Eeene, Ν. H., Ing.
Β. H. Cole and wife are visiting
ipent » few days in town reoently In the
η te rest of the I. O. O. P., paying several through the week with lira. Cole'i son*
MM

The anion s err ice* it tb· Methodist
< :hurch Sunday
evening were well at-

44

44

great bargains.
Sincerely yours,
are

S. Β. & Z. S. PRINCE
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

shapes,

1

I

they

H. B. FOSTER,
NORWAY,

J

]

|
|

Bankrupt's

Discharge.

|

j AnniiC

Wanted.
Plymouth Rock

Our line of Women's

Cold Weather Shoes
Is
We name

]

quite Complete.

only

a

few of them:

I

Ν

Cold Proof Felt Boot, Lace, Kid Foxed,
Kid Tip, Double Sole, $1.50, $1.25.

$2.00.

Kid Juliet,

$1.50.

-J

Tip, Rubber Heel.

Kid Polish, Kid

Tip, Rubber Heel,

Kid

Men's Felt Shoes with Felt Soles, Rubber Heels; a good shoe for cold

weather, prices, $1.50, $2.00.

Same Shoe Rubber Soles and Rubber

Heels, $2.50.

J.

F.

PLUMMER,

31 Market

Square. SOUTH PARIS,
TtUphon·

Furnisher,
ME.

106-3.

Ladies
who want perfect fitting,
comfortable and good
wearing shoes, will do
well to try a pair of

|

|

Crience

Women

For

style

everybody.

]

Comfort Shoes

Hart, Schaffner & Marx

Patrician.
Made in all leathers.
ton or lace. Price

But-

$3.50» $4·00·
Sold

SA/. Ο.

only

toy

Frothingham,

CAST0RIA
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•tatvi> MKrrmoê.
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or before fui: u-oon

laden with everything and wife of Weat Paris, Mrs. Andy
that goes to make a genuine Thanks· Bridge and Enoch Adams of Mechanic
giving. At one table tbe happy couple Falls, Dr. H. P. Jones and wife of Norsat with their six children, three grand- W*J- Mr. and Mr·. Henry Adam· bare
children and two great-grandchildren. recently returned to their home from a
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards are both natives wedding
trip.
of Otisfield, and were married there
Roscoe Towne of Boston was before

No death has ocyears ago.
curred in their family which consists of
Mrs.
fonr sons snd two daughters.
She is
Edward wm Mary J. Winship.
a remarkably smsrt woman, does all her
housework and is a veteran rug maker.
Although always busy she finds time to
call on friends and neighbors, who are
always glad to see her pleasant face. She
enjoys tbe best of health. Mr. Edwards
was employed for a number of years at
the Paris Manufacturing Co., and later
This
at the Mason Manufacturing Co.
winter be is not in tbe best of health.

fifty-two

Begin Early

on

Holiday

Your

Fancy Work

—

the Norway Municipal Court charged

with bunting without a license. He was
•rreated by Deputy Qame Warden Gray
of Fryebnrg at East Stonebam. He
pleaded guilty and waa fined 125 and
costs in all, |42 08. Rather expensive
deer hunting.
The Odd Fellows have decided to complete the building on Main Street now
occupied by the Smiley Dry Goods Store
by the addition of throe more atorie·.
The first will be used and occupied as
now by Smiley, the second by the Norway Municipal Court offices and the
Telephone and Telegraph Company, the
third floor will be used for a lodge room
and the fourth or top etory for a lodge
banquet room. When completed it will
be the best I. O. 0. F. building outside
of tbe very large places in the state.
Mra. William Woods of Portland is the
guest of her daughter, Mrs. Asa Frost.
Wm. F. Young, Frank H. Hurd and
Levi Richardson returned from their
bunting trip at Umbagog Lake with two
deer each. F. T. Thurston also returned from Errol with two deer. They
were all very large with excellent heads.
Mr. and Mra. Merle F. Hathaway of
Manchester, Ν. H., were with Mr.
Hathaway's parent· Thanksgiving, Mr.
and Mrs. George F. Hathaway.
The snow of Wednesday gave tbe electrica much trouble in making the resru-

Coming Orange Affairs.

In

all

Ml-o-na.
Two nst express trains leave Portland
and Lewiston dally for the West, with
nnexoelled wide vestibule coaohes, par·
"I vh taken last August with a severe
lor-library-cafe ear on daily trains, and stomach trouble. The doctor said It
He gave me
standard pnllman sleepers on night was nervous dyspepsia.
trains.
medicine (or that I took bis treatment
Tonrlnt sleeping cars leave Montreal (oar weeks, didn't (eel any better at the
Monday*, Wednesdays and Fridays at end of four weeks than I did when I
10:30 P. x., for the accommodation of commenced taking his medicine. I took
▲re yon interested in Fancy Work Ρ If you are not, you
passengers holding first or second class everything I beard o(. The first day o(
tickets to Chicago and west thereof as December, 1006,1 got a box of Ml-o-na
certainly will be after looking over our selected assortment
far as the Paclflo coaat—nominal charge tablets. I took them that afternoon and
is made for berths, which may be reserv- the next day, and haven't had one bit of of the
very latest designs in Center Pieces. Pillow Tops,
ed in advance.
pain in my stomach since the* 2d of DeAll information will be cheerfully and cember. I took five boxes.
Feel well Doilies, Guests* Towels, Pin Cushions, Stand Covers, Aprons,
that is something I
qaickly given upon application to
now, sleep gpod
F. P. CdANDLEL, Agent,
haven't done in a number of years."— Corset Covers, Collars, Ties and Jabots for Wallachian, Cable,
Lewiston, Me.
Mrs. M. E. Maxfleld, R. P. D. 0, Avoca,
C. E. Tknny, Paas. Agent,
N. T., June 9, 1900.
Coronation Braid, French and Solid Embroidery.
Portland, Me.
Mi-o-na in the form of a tablet is the
beet prescription for indigestion ever
Foley's Kidney Remedy will core any written. It relieves after-dinner distress,

long tables were

.Χ.ί0ν?°

I
:„.At,

"'Λ« ?=»''«£

iïtua»tfr*».r$VSî
Wts'neA'àv
prayer

*r*\Lirzie

Dyspepsia

points
Paul, St. Louis
If You Have It, Read Tfcl* Letter.
Colorado, Mexico, California, Oregon,
P. A. Shurtleff ft Co. OuiFaatee
British
Colombia.
and
Washington
and

St.

»kM#,e

j

oilî?ÎS!Î!*ChePïî
y
^>.ra!a? P*Wn»*etlag lùHO

m

parlor.
fine—overhead, even
muddy under foot.

J

Τ Me

otherwise conn^ie-t. are cor!tally ιη

Kev. j.

Qwets.

Miss Alice Penlev of West Pari· visited at the home of Prank W. Nottage.
relative· here and at Norway during the (
Brid&· ePe«»t Thanksgiving
ί with his parents
past week.
at Mechanic Pall·.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Plummer of Lovell
Mr·. L. C. Morton vu at Stoneham,
;
have been reveut guests of their daughMan., with hereister, Mra. Bessev.
ter. Mrs. Fred Wiggio.
Mim Margaret Murray of Portland
Hilda and Marjorie Chandler of Au«pent the day with Miu Nellie Jackson.
burn have been visiting friends here
r F*roa® ®D<i family were
during the past week.
Parnum'a parent· at North
is
to
Mrs. George F Hammond
spend Parie
the winter in South Paris, making her
H"r* D· Cole'· Mr. and Mm.
home at Charles Edwards'.
Charles Hatch of Biddeford were enterThe Careful Gleaners will meet at the tained.
Μ. Ε pais.'uage Thursday afternoon,
Mr. and Mr·. Roy Stearns were ThanksDec 2. at haif past two o'clock.
giving gUe»ta of Mrs. Stearns' sister in
There will be a meeting of the W. M. Auburn.
S. at the Baptist parsonage Thursday at
Miss Maud Douglass spent Thanksgiv3 o'clock. A full attendance is desired.
ing with her cousin. Miss Lila Gilber'.
the
at
the
harvest
D'n't forget
supper
at Bethel.
Μ. Ε church Tuesday evening, followed
Mrs. Geo. Richards spent Thanksgivan
Marb'e
Mrs.
with
entertainment,
by
ing with her daughter, Mrs. Cummings,
as reader.
in Oxford.
Mrs. L. E. Scruton, who has been here I
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Dunham ate their
with her husband for some time, returned to her h nit» in Portsmouth, Χ. Η 'dinner with Mr. Dunham's mother at
Bryant's Pond.

sr&m r,v,
j-CàSrn
^.4awaftiSfi.y,ari»
A^aoi
ïïkï.·*©
Kapdst Church,

mild and
somewhat

Thaaksgtvlnt

week"*0'*

Mrs. Ε P. Parlin of Wilton fa the
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Blake.

„

s sir»

■-·»

Coa*r»ruJoM: Church. for

afternoon.

o'clock in the ladies'

ο*Α*υ rem* itnviT.

ÎunUr'onfv^'

Sunday

David Rounds of D.»nville Junction
Is a guest at J. D. Hay'<e>\
Good Cheer meeting Wedne*i»y at i

SOI h» PARIS rosr OtTlC*.
7 30 a. *. to 7 J0 r. m.
Ο Se* Hoars

-

Tb·

Nervous

α rand Trunk Railway System
offer* lowest possible rite· to Chicago.

NORWAY.

G r Infill Stuart, Mr. aftd Mr·. Praakli·
Maxim and grind ton, Mr. and Mr·. J.
W. Cbote, and Chandler Swift. In the
< OMIXUS AXD βοΐκβ! FOB THK
FAMILY
cIom^ Wednesday for the
afternoon the party vu Increased by the
MECXlOJi DAT.
addl'ion of Mr·. Roaod· and Min
visited Norway for ThankaglvRound», W. Β Stusrt and daoghter Many
iog and retained to tbeir home· SaturBarker «u at hi· home in Bntb, and Lafayette Dow, to there were day.
•izteen at the supper table, and a aooial
Bethel Thanksgiving Day.
Mell W. Sa m paon, after a four week·'
!
evening was spent.
in Philadelphia, returned to hia
Roger· apent Thankegivjjalt
Μ,·β.Ηβ1*°
Twenty-one members of the famHy of
^ome *&· flrat of the week.
lag at her home in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank M. Edwards aad
Charles H. Adams and wife gare «
Howe WM *' Bethel with several friends met at their hhme ο9 d oner
partyv Wednesday at which Mr
Xern.·
the family
of Re*. J. H. Little.
At nooo and Mrs. Henry Adama were guests of
Pleasant Street Thanksgiving.
Two
a bountiful dinner was served.
honor. Guests present were C. H. Lane
s- KTerett waa entertained

the c «lip··? If ao, whjf
A. T. McWborter preached at
see

of kidney or bladder trouble that is
belching of gas, fonl breath, heartburn,
not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures etc in five minutes.
backache and irregularities that if negIt is
by F. A. Shurtleff A
lected might result in Bright'* disease or Co. toguaranteed
permanently cure indigestion,
Persianna in all colore.
diabetes. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
acute or chronic, or any disease of the
Utopia Luster in white only, several sizes.
stomach, or money back.
as silk.
Glossilla
; this is a new material,
Is sold by leading druggists
Mi-o-na
Born.
Salter's Wash Silk in all colors.
everywhere, and in South Paris by F. A.
Shurtleff A Co., at 50 cents a large box.
In 9outh Part·, Hot. 30, to tbe wife lof J âme»
Test sample free from Booth's Mi-o-na,
8. Recnrd, a daughter.
In Miga1 Iowa? Plantation, Not. 16, to the wife Buffalo, Ν. T.
of Earl Hoyt, a eon.
In Kexar rail·. Not. 20. to the wife of Hermon
Pillow
25c Tooth Brush
22c, 50c Tea Aprons,
•I. Fox, twin glrla, Amanda Leona and Beatrice
Corset Covers,
Mae.
ioc to
Doilies,
50c I Glove Cases,
In A'bany, Not., to the wife ef Frank Grover,
ioc
case

MATERIAL FOR EMBROIDERY.
bright

Rope

TO EMBROIDER.

Paris Grange will hold its annual sale
There
Dec. 9tb, afternoon and evening.
Cases 20c
will be a short free entertainment at the
25c
Moa.iay
close of tbe sale. Every one i· cordially
8c
Pockets,
invited to attend. The following comGuests' Towels,
l). >{ E.—Mouni Pa^ui Retehah Uxijre No.
a eon.
50c
ioc
mittees have been appointed:
Io Harbor, Not. 18, to the wife of Walter
ioc Ladies' Bows,
Pin Cushions,
Collars,
25c
Remit, a daughter.
Apron Table—Ethel Cairns, Rose Swan, Clara
(mmuHcomi-o-m)
A. R —W. s. Klm'a/. Post, No. 2t.» mm. Wednesday.
Id Eaat Hiram, Not. 18, to the wife of Charles
Ryerson.
G
a (laughter.
Une
ν
and
«·«·"« «
or
bade.
Joel
P.
catarrh
Donald
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cures
Chapman
Fancv Table—Lizzie Boute lie, Mai tie Richmoney
The Rev. A. T. McWhorter will give
In Norway, mot 19, to the wife of H. A. Robwere at ard·, Nellie Mason, Annie Wheeler.
breathe it in. Complete outfit, including
an address on "The Life of Charles H. daughters Miriam and Katharine
bine. a daughter.
\
Food Table—Sabrlna Jackson, Anna Kimball.
50c. Druggist*
Extra
bottles
inhaler
^
N.
Bolster's.
D.
$1.
Mabelle Whitman.
Spurge» n." at the Congregational vestry
Ha*
ea*h nMBIk ta Graod
or any other material and then
lu,en
to
the
be
attached
Llllle
Table—Abbie
to
next
Abbott,
Chapman,
Candy
Sunday evening.
'er!a,n c»Œp meeu
Dr. and M re. J. G. Littiefield were at
Married.
Berry 1 Churchill.
the most beautiful
n'f an·» feurA s·***, etenlng,
worked over with embroidery cotton or silk,
Miscellaneous table—Aille Cairns,
George
Mks Alice Wetherell. who teaches in a family gathering at the home of Μ Ρ
Boutelle, Frank Ryerson.
raised handwork embroidery; several sizes in Old English, 2c to "jc each.
the seventh grade, has been very ill with Stile· in Norway.
H. H. RichIn
Kezar
Not.
ReT.
tirac*e. from Mar ι to Oct.
SO,
by
Fall·,
Icecream table—Georgia Cummlngs, Jennie
$ωΓι1 Saturlav. Jurla* the intercostal
ardaon, Mr. Leon Gllpatrlck and Mlaa Marian
Her place in
neuralgia.
»*ΐ * ?"Γ·
Mr. and Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler enter- McPh*e, K^te Hammond.
-# **f ?
■**" ever-T Saturday, la
Brazier, both of Kezar Fall··
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. desire to anPo»t card table—Annie Wheeler, Georgia Cumecho >1 has been supplied by Mrs. Ε. V tained Mm. Wheeler's mother,
Mrs.
In Auburn, Not. 20, bv Rev F. M. Preble, D.
nounce to the readers of the Democrat
mlngs.
Miss
Bertha
foart* Monday, of Haskell.
Mr.
Andrew
Bnnker
and
®*coe<*
D.,
Ralph
of
Lewiston.
Bundle table—Faustina Brown, Lillian Swift,
Hayes,
that they have secured the sgency for
OMMtk
Josselyn Merrill, both of Auburn.
Georgia Haggett.
Mr. Anderson picked a bouquet of
In Lancaster, Ν. H., Not. -23, by ReT. E. R. Parisien Sage, the marvelous dandruff
and dark
At T. S. Barnes' there were entertainDolls' opening—Berryl Churchill, Lizzie Ryer- lar trips.
E--?· ,P—?to*y Brook Lod*e No. 181
China Silk, choice assortment of patterns,
Viola
I.
and
Ml··
Stearni, Mr. Gardiner Brown
pansies the morning of the 2*>th. T..e ed Mrs. Lillian A. Shaw and Mr. and erson.
cure and delightful hair dressing.
A dove flew against the store window Russell, both of Hanorer, Maine.
inches
wide, 59c.
shades, 30
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. are glad to
Ie"* «·» bed is covered with snow but there are Mrs. Howard W. Shaw.
The autograph quilt and a sofa pillow of I. W. Waite Monday morning with
inches wide, 12 i-2c.
Silkoline, fancy patterns,
"
that Parisian Sage is a rigidly guaranteed
plants on the outer edge which gave
with the Grange emblems will be dis- such fore » a* to kill it.
Walter
L.
^r·
Mrs.
Gray spent
all colors, iS inches wide, 59c yard.
forth the blossoms.
hair
restorer.
Taffeta
Died.
lot
Silks,
One
sale.
were
nearly
the
of
ventilators
of
A
load
shipduring
large
Md
Geor*e n Cummins of
the day with the family of Postmaster posed
It cures dandruff in two weeks by killTbe children are especially invited to ped by C. B. Cummings & Sons to their
Art Denim, Figured Sateens and Cretonnes for fancy Boxes ; an
The ârst division of the members of W. G. Lowell of Auburn.
v,
M chanic Fall* were gue»ts at Wirt
fallit
stops
In Locke's Mill·, Not. 33, Mra. A. K. Hick·, ing the dandruff microbes;
attend tbe dolls' opening, where they Beinis works this week. They were
the Good Cheer are asked to meet with
endless assortment, 12 i-2c to 25c.
Stanley· Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Brett were in Bev- will find dolls of different sizes dressed made by W. C. Leavitt and attracted aged nearly 70 year·.
ing bair; it cures all scalp diseases,
Mrs. Carter Tuesday afternoon of this
In Portland,Not. IS, Mr·. Elizabeth M. (DaTl-)
back.
to
West
Dona'd Ρ Chapman went
week at 2 o'clock to make arrangements erly. Mass. with the family of Mr. in the latest fashion, also the latest mil- much attention.
Howe, wife of Ebeo Howe, formerly of Frye- money
It is a most pleasant bair dressing,
bnM Thursday to go deer hunting for the December supper.
Brett's brother, H. P. Brett.
The ladies of the M. E. church will burg.
linery for tbe dolls on sale. This will be
In East Hiram, Not. 18, Cha*. Putnam, aged especially for ladies, as it makes the hair
Grover.
Adrian
who
are
w.„n aie ancle,
a splendid opportunity for those
annual fair at G. A. R. Hall
their
hoM
bad
as
guest·
about 60 yean.
Mrs. D. C. Richardson
A special tra:n carrying several hunsoft and lustrous. Tbe price is only 50
to give dolls as Christmas gifts on Dec. 9.
In North Frveburg, Nov. 17, Mr·. Lydla Heald.
A >V*il!k)D· Jr·» manager of the dred immigrants who arrived in Port- for Thanksgiving Mr. and Mrs. Harry | planning
One lot No. 1, in blue, pink, green, red and white, 10 yard rolls, ioc.
Io Chelsea, Maes., Not. 35, Albert H. Lawrence cents a large bottle at F. A. Shurtleff <&
to find tbem all dressed.
Lewis Mann and wife of West Paris
was in land
at
Biaine.
Hatch.
Edith
and
Miss
exchange
Morton
ve.ephoue
of Paris, aged 78 Tears.
or by express, all charges prepaid,
No. 2, colors same as above, 5 yard rolls, ioc.
Co.'β
Saturday on the steamer Canada
reis
the
first
week,
of
tbe
of
member
town
the
were
in
grange
Every
In Norway, Not. 36, Mrs. Marda B. Charles,
town for a short time last week.
checked and
wont through here without stopping
from Giroux Mfg. Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.
of
ribbons, red and green,
Mrs. Ella F. Neal of Lewiston spent quested to bring at least one article for guests of Mrs. Emma Mann.
aged 87 years.
Miss I. t Marshal I, who is attending about S o'clock Sunday evening.
the Thanksgiving season with her par- ! each table and make tbe sale a success.
LoTell, Not. 26, Herbert Harrlman.
Ralph Lasselie of Great Falls, Mon- In
2c, 3c, 5c, 7c, ioc.
of
wife
In
Mexico, Not. 19, Mrs. Octivla J.,
Lewiston.
FREE, to Boys and Girl·, Flexible Flyer, "Tbe
Pomona Grange will meet with Paris tana, after a visit of some weeks with
b 143 Bu-ic-s* College at
Miss Barbara Chapman spent Satur- ente, Mr. and Mrs. George Wise.
Fine assortment of Dresden and Taffeta Ribbon, all shades and widths.
Paschal M. Edmunds, aged 77 year·.
sled that steers." Tbe l>e«t sled In the world.
The follow- his people and friends, returned Friday
Dec. 7th.
•pent the pas: week at her home here.
day night with Mrs. Charles Edwards.
You can easily necure one within a few day* by
Rev. and Mrs. T. N. Kewley and Mr. Grange Tuesday,
committees have been appointed to to his home in tbe west.
doing a little pleasant work. Some bave In a
Mr. an.j Mrs. Jacob Xichole went last During the evening she entertained in- and Mrs. J. S. Brown were guests at E. ing
Write
few boor·. Be tbe firtt In your town.
serve in the dining-room:
Fred H. Tubbs of Bolster's Mills, and
winter with their vited friend* with her beautiful piano E. Chapman's Thanksgiving Day.
wee«. to spend the
today,
stating vour aire. A postal carl will rfo.
F.
and
W.
Set tables—Emma Starblrd, Rose Brooks, H. B. Tubbs, A. C. Tubbs
were much enjoyed.
selections
which
York
St
EaetWtb
W.
1»
,a
Wincheet«r·
Clty.47-9
.New
I.
>Wet1,
Davis,
aQd Mrs. Donald H. Bean enter- Mary Swan, Flora Maxim.
Tubbs bave returned from a ten days'
I offer for sale
young
Anna Kimball, Lucy
Cut Food
Members of the Μ Ε. Sunday School tained Mrs.
deer hunting. They were at UmBean, Mr. aud Mrs Edwards. -Angle Berry,
Cyrene
trip
one
NOTICE.
including
FreeIH. Evans of Erro!, N*. 0„ made board are req'iested to m®et at the J. Hastings Bean, and Oscar Mason.
Pour coffee—Albion Abbott, A. M. Ryerson, bagog Lake and Β Pond.
Tbe subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
buck. As good a flock as you very
vestrv this Monday evening at 7:30, to
Leon Brook*, A. O. Wheeler.
a short mit to his parents. Mr. and Mrs
Frank H. Beck is about to close
been duly appointed admlniatritor of tbe I
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Merton Hammond
make plans for the supplies for the comClear and reset tables—Sadie Rowe, Xellle
Mrs. Fred H
He has often see.
estate of
l t. Evans, last week.
Lot- his store in the Noyes Block.
Mrs.
Pateraon,
Cummlngs,
Hammond's
Mason,
Georgia
Mrs.
entertained
parents,
M SWIFT, late of Paris,
All the teachers should be
who was here for a w,eek or two, ing year.
H. L. SCRIBNER, Paris, We. In tbeCHARLES
sold talking machines and records to 1.
tie Gates. Annie Wheeler, Georgia Haggett.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Beede of Phillip*.
Coanty of Oxford, deceased, and given
Mat" Coffee—Abble Abbott
present.
has returned home.
W. Waite and the balance of the stock j
All persons having
direct·.
law
as
bonds
the
Edwards, Almon
Wash
dishes—Charles
demands against tbe estate of said deceased are
will be closed at quick sales.
Rev. C L. Waite of Woodfords again
Ralph Osgood, John Briggs and Elmer Cairns.
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Stuart visited Mr
for
same
settlement, and
tbe
to
desired
present
of Norway took dinner with Mr.
On tbe evening of Dec. 2d the ladies of !
Wipe dishes-Lillian Swift, Cora Talbot, Jenall Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
J· H·
Saturdav preached at the Cniversalist church on Brigg*
nie McPhee, Emma Everett, Berryl Churchill, the Universalis! church fair will give a
with
nests
and
brown-tail
Cut
S.
C.
so
Miss
Powell
is
Thanksgiving.
Rev.
family
Ordway
ment
your
Immediately.
an 1 Sunday, on their way from Gorham. Sunday, though
Rose Swan, Clara Ryerson, Ada King.
H EN BY H. HASTINGS.
Automatic Nov. ltith, 1909.
far recovered from her iiiness that si.e
•upper and entertainment. The enter- VV stson's
At Geo. B. Crockett's there wdVe enH., where they have spent the sumThe next meeting of Paris Grange will tainment will be tbe "Old Country
!
assist
in
conand
was
to
able
be
present
NOTICE.
Pruner. It is the best.
mer. to the^r home in Sea Breeze. Fla.
tertained Prentiss F. Crockett and fami- be the annual meeting and election of
Store" by local talent.
j
ducting the service.
The subscriber· hereby give notice that tbey
Howard A. Swan,
ly, and Mrs. C. F. Hardin and her three officers.
W irt Stanley"* same record for the seaF. A. SBrBTLEFF * CO.
Gilbert A. Russell, who has just comhave been duly appointed executors of the la«t
F. A. SIirBTLEFF 4 CO.
sons.
of
the
Mission
Universalist
The
Circle
Paris
No.
R.F.D.
South
woodlOtf
has
moved
of
will
and testament of
total
i,
the Grange building,
βοοof 1900 «hows a
48-9
pleted
Land.
Public
tbe
In
Norway
GEORGE VAN DYKE, late of Lancaster,
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48-9
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WASHABLE FOUNDATION LETTERS.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.

Simply

producing

FOR WORK AND FANCY BAGS.

state)

Mk

$1.98

light

Figured

36

Ϊ":

or|

RIBBONS FOR FANCY WORK.

••uûh1**

Sheep For 3ale.

MjÏÎ

sixty large,
thoroughbred

sheep

out'

4Stf

£.;ane

BROWN-TAILS.

25^' iJ>r°'her·

j

LOST.

^

ηΓ uf?Î'^1!(L0D
land.

MAINE.

NORWAY.

Improved

Agent,

hnTri
îlone

figured,

Holly

Large variety
striped,

48

J. Penley,

1

It is time to plan for Christmas
and the New Year.

WE

inspection

largest

Our

$1.10.

Holiday Goods

I

j

will

soon

N.

Call and

them

PIRE INSURANCE

Companies

OrCV/IALTY

Dayton

Bolster Co.,
Maine.

South Paris,

I Oncë Knew

SHURTLEFF & CO.,

be ready for in-

spection and sale.

see

F. A.

Copyrights

a

PIANOS

ORGANS.

EQUITABLE

C.

E.

postal

TOLMAN

& COMPANY,

Man

The Han Who
Drives the Plow

S. RICHARDS, fesr

j

«S

independent

depending

Farmers:

OUR

DISCOUNT
DEPARTMENT

WE DO

BUSINESS

only for the convenience and
profit to ourselves, but also to give
patrons the most convenient and

paying

not

satisfactory service.

practice

[

popular

The Norway National Bank
Surplus,

Capital,

applications
plan

See

PARIS TRUST COMPANY,

J

i

:

White Fur Robes for the Baby I
line of White
I have in my
I have two
Babies.
the
for
Robes

—

|

^

Outing Flannel Night Robes
Regal and Wilhelmina Corsets,

■

Jj

I

My New Line of

The princigrades, $6.00 and $6.00. the
two is
between
difference
pal
the kind of

Millinery and Fancy Goods.

MISS S. M. WHEELER,

lining in each.

I James N. Favor,

CASTORIA

fiSVSb

Avoidthe thin Ice

Of sickness by keeping stomach, liver, bowels and blood in a
An occasional dose of the true
state of good health.
"L F." Atwood's Bitters is all you need. They

strengthen the weakened organs and tone up
the whole system to a condition of perfect

health. Relieve constipation when all else
JJ cents a bottle at your dealer's.

fails.

Free !

Free !

-

Free !

-

The Land of
Puzzledom.

homemakebs1 column.
Oo£w!W«rd

Deeoeut. South Parts, »-

Cooking PUh.

Nearly «11 A»h to be fried

»«

Pudgie
Thanksgiving.

Improj-

"Now, Pudgie," raid bis mother U>
young Mr. Percy Purdon, teu years oil.
i'mlnd your tnnoners at tbe Tbaaltaj
giving dinner on the Island of Green
Tbe children are politer then·
eyes.
II.
pan when It 1· hot, and the fat
elsewhere.
A fibrous plant. Wickedness. Deep the fish can be easily turned without than most grown people
They'll be sure to see every break you
leaet.
in
the
mud. Ad excuse.
breaking
make, though they are too well, bred
BAKKD BLUBFISH.
to let yeu know It"
No. 706.—Contradictory Anagram.
score the fi»b and
.In
bluefleb,
baking
Pudgie promised, kissed Ills mother
Quickly acquired a fortune vast;
insert it rips of pork
With such rapidity amassed.
good'by and In two hours* time was at
in
a
of
pork
strips
It puzzled all the street
the residence of Mr. Tlmotheus Greenplace the fish, well
That such huge profits dould be made
a eyes, where the Thanksgiving party
and pepper, on top. Rub It
By one with but a modest trade,
Conducted most complete.
little olive oil or butter and
was.
Grandfather Greeneyes. father
of of Mr. Tlmotheus. welcomed Pudgie
ver, hot oven. If it shows
But some behind a lifted hand
·ΐ
wltt
browning too fast,
at the fifitit door uud led him into tbe
Gave duller folks to understand
ed paper until nearly done. HaU a cup- house.
They knew the reason why;
thrown
be
should
water
of
ful
boiling
That Quickly'· riches mostly came
Tbe dining room and parlor of Mr.
over the flsh when it is put into the
From dens that in another name
Tlmotheus Greeneyes' mansion had
He managed ON THE SLY.
oven, and it should be frequently biuted.
When the fish is done take up on a hot been thrown Into one for this occasion
Underneath tlic mantelpiece. In (he
No. 707.—Riddles.
pl.twr „d («.tab
a sliced lemon.
Serve with & Λc β
I.
place where the fireplace wor.ld have
There's a giant who sends mighty ships made by adding a little flour andI
been If there had been any in tills new
o'er the sea
Then sea
to the drippings in the pan
fashioned house, was a decoration
And the fast Hying trains o'er the land. eon with a
kitchen
of
tablespoonful
made of American fruits and vegetaHis power is great, for he's strong as
three
or
bouquet and two
cun be;
bles—not » (lower lu It. Some bright
flsh is Hked
stuffed
If
sauce.
of
tomato
Engines move when he gives the comin with the
make a dressing of a pint of Dreaa autumn leaves were stuck
mand.
some dried grasses
and
other
things,
a
with
mixed
crumbs
kind
little
above
Yet he's never
doing
things.
ped pork and season with salt, pepper, aud bunches of feathery parsley.
For when grandmother longs for her tea finely minced parsley and kitchen bou
To begin, the Greeneves boys had
while
the
teawill
work
This good giant
quet. Put the stuffing into the openi g scooped the Insldes out of a magnifikettle sings.
of the fish and sew or tie securely.
cent yellow pumpkin, shining and syrn
And when up pops the lid—it Is he!
FIB1I CHOWDKB.
metrically shaped. They placed that
II.
Miss Anita
I'm made of every color gay—
For fish chowder fry some slices of uiider the mantelpiece.
Of black or brown or softest gray.
•alt pork In an iron pot. Pnt in a layer Greeneyes carved upon it the word
My doors are made of hides and skins. of fish, eût in slices, on the pork, then
•'Thanksgiving!"
As one room ends the next begins.
laver of thinly-sliced onions and one of
A small cabbage of a soft green color
While all are numbered to the last.
until the quantiNo feet have o'er the threshold passed. sliced potatoes. Repeat
looked artistic the way they placed It
each
layI'm made of wood or rags or grass
ty desired Is obtained. Season
the center of the mass of fruit
SpHt In
er of onions with salt and pepper.
And made of clothing, too, alas!
and vegetable decoration. Even shin
them
end
The castotT garment of a clown
bard biscuits
place
on_tbe
Or of u prince of great renown.
sides and tops. Add water enough to Ing red and white ouions were arI'm loved by children and the old.
are
When the
come into sight.
tistically arranged In that unique
And to the blind my tale I've told.
tender the dish Is ready. Add bait a pumpkin vase.
There were grapes,
A good companion for a day.
pint of milk or a cup of cream and serve. oranges, figs and bananas. Some long,
Yet not a word I'm heard to say.
—Youth's Companion.
escallopbd fish.
splendid ears of yellow and red In
To escallop flsh use fish that ha. al- dlau corn, a little of the dried busk
No. 708.—Shakespearean Enigma.
ready been cooked. Remove all the showing, were among tfie bright vst
I am composed of thirty-two letters bones and shred
ornaments In tills Thanksgiving boufinely. Place a'ayer
nnd aiu a quotation from "Hamlet."
a bakine dish
and cover w tb breaa
quet. Atop of all was a bright yellow
My 12 5 0 30 15 24 4 Is one to whom crumbs and finely-cut cold boiled
carrot. L'poti it Miss Anita had carved
Season, and, if preferred, a liltie a
his father pave pood advice as lie was tc»M
comic face that made you laugh u·
shredded onion or hard-boiled egg may
about to start on his travels.
at it.
look
full.
is
be added. Repeat until the dish
My 8 3 7 11 5 "never told her love.' Finish on the
Ι'ρυιι a large sheet of paper Ml-s
with bread crumbs and
top
My G 30 31 1 31 23 was "the noblest egg. Pour over this drawn butter, salt Anita painted a log house Mack of
Rouian of them all."
the house was a forest with an Inand then brown.
dian or two peeping out amuug the
My 14 13 2 10 23 11 20 "loved not
FISU PIE·
At each corner of the lior.se
wisely, but too well."
Line a pie dish with mashed potatoes; trees.
My 10 IS 20 7 22 17 20 is the noblesi take any pieces of cold tlsb which have stood a grim looking man In Puritan
friend mentioned by Shakespeare.
costume, leaulng upon a musket. l.'ubeen left over from dinner,
My 10 32 30 14 is a heroine who wa< bones breakup flue with a fork, add a der the log cabin were the words.
piece of butter or dripping the sizeio!! an 'The First Thanksgiving. 1(521."
falsely accused.
Season to taste with pepper and
At dinner Grandfather Greeneyes
My 20 11 5 21 is what Portia discovIt' mi* thoroughly, fill the
ered in the bond.
carved the turkey in a most graceful
and cover with mashed potatoes. put
My 27 28 12 23 10 30 17 20 helped four or five small pieces of butter or aud skillful manner. They had cranPortia.
sauce aud sweet potatoes ai.d
dripping on the top and bake In the oven berry
half an hour. Makes a nice dlsb for succotash and tomatoes aud pumpkin
No. 709.—Puzzling Countries.
breakfast aud uses up all pieces of flsl pie aud tigs uud raisins uud pecan
and cold potatoes.
nuts, and I don't know what American
grown dainties they didn't have at
No. 705.—Word Square·.
I.
A tusk. A resinous drug. A femiAccou ter meats.
nine name.

"Wars

Purdon's Hie
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Our Country

|XX|X.—The

Mexican War.
Invasion.

By Albert Payaoo Tetbun·
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over^with
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fTTHE person bringing the largest number of this entire
A
advertisement to Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, on or
before Friday, Dec. 3, 1909, at 3 P. M.. will be given a
YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION to the OXFORD DEMOCRAT,
the paper to be sent to some person not already a subscriber.
These will also apply on the King Kineo Range.

The highest medical authority

foods,

on

Sir James Crichton Browne, LL.D.—F.R.S.
of London,

gives the best

for eating

reasons

more

Quaker Oats
kind of food
of marked
food to the brain and

"There is

value

seems
as a

one

to me

to the whole

body throughout

childhood and adolescence
(youth), and that is oatmeal.

the most nutritious
of all the cereals, being richer

"Oats

are

a

He says oatmeal is gaining
ground with the well-te-do of

He speaks of it
Great Britain.
as the mainstay of the Scottish

'aborer's diet and says it pro-

Sale !

Clearance

GREAT VALUES.
a

large

stock of Pianos that have been rented but
out at very low

prices

for the next

one season

This

organ that has ever been offerVisit my warerooms and see for yourselves the great values in
ed.
second hand instruments
Easy terms. Send for catalogs and prices.
is the beet

opportunity

piano

to obtain a

or

WHEELER,

W. J.

South Paris, Me.

Billings Block,
PLEASE

Keep

When in want of

anything

MIND!

In

in our lines give us a call.
WE SELL

WE CAX SAVE YOU MONEY.

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Linseed Oil,
Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Varnishes,
Barn Paints,
Floor Finish,
Β oof Paints,
Tnrpentine,
Brashes.
Liqnid Filler,
Wagon Paints,
Our paints include Impervious, Heath «k Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

Honte Paints,

Paroid

Roofing-Tbe best

of all

try imitations.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

roofings.

Don't

A

Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen

Wheelbarrows—We

have

a

cloth, spring hinges,

Ac.

few first class wheelbarrows.

Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We

Call and see them.

sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

best for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
South. Paris.

The Best Cement for the Biggest Work
is None Too Good for the Smallest Job
Saving in the cost of cement or concrete work,
as

well

as

structure, is

Greater

Strength in the finished
every job by using

secured for

EDISON
Portland Cement

with 1cm
Binds more sud, crushed rock or gravel, giving as strong a concrete
for it i·
than of other brands, or stronger concrete with same amount
Uniformly 1M Finest Ground in the World.

cement

Walt us

oc

*sà roar doles (at booklet "How

to

Mu and Use Edsoo Portland Cement"

A. W. WALKER &

SOUTH PARIS,

CASTORIA
111 KM YNltan Ajti|tjw|kt

—

prevents

°hWben8 boiling

SON,

MAINE.

Bears the

Signature
of

vegetables be sure the
water iβ at the boiling point before puttine in the vegetables to be cooked. I
cold or lukewarm tbe freshness and
flavor will soak out Into the water. Hace
the saucepan over the hottest part of
so that It .111 Wl
tbe
as Dossible, and be careful that the Don
ing does not cease until tb«» content· are
thoroughly cooked and ready to be

S 11?

stove?

Five nations chosen from all thf
world are represented iu the pictures.
Can you make them out?

"VW

d,Andeasy
pie dishes,

way to

keep

enamel sauoe-

etc., clean. Take a
small piece of emery cloth, or
well rubbed with sapolio, dampen it,
No. 710.—Charade.
and rub all soiled parts; rinse well first
The total was fond of his one. it is said
In soapy then clear water, when they will
He laid his best work at her feet.
Though some, quite as good, he placed be found quite spotless and <luUe
pans,

aclojb
"e^

MENT.

between small
forces well drilled and large

bim back.

With his petty force of 4.000 Taylor
marched forward through the debata
ble territory, realizing bow inadequate
that force must prove against the
armies Mexico could send to crush it.
but none the less pushing on as though
he had ΙΟΟ.ΟΟΟ men at his back.
Reaching the Itlo Grande, be built a
fort there on the bank opi>osite the
Mexlcau town of Matamoras. Then
leavlug part of his force to guard the

fort, he marched on with the rest
>ret provisions. As soon as Taylor's
back was turned 0.000 Mexicans crossed the river and attacked the fort
News of the bombardment reaching
Taylor on his murcb. he turned back
short of supplies as he was. and on
May 8. IS4C>. met the stronger enemy
in battle. For two days the tight raged
at I'alo Alto and Uesaca de la Talma,
i Hut before the second evening he had
; won a notable victory.
! Not content with driving Santa An
ua's army out of the debatable ground
and protecting the froutier, Taylor
pushed onward Into the heart of tbe
: hostile Mexican country.
Ue-enforce; liients had Joined him. and lie now had
(US2T» men under his command. With
these he attacked on Sept. 19 the fortified town of Monterey, which was
defended by 10,000 native troops. On
tbe third day Monterey surrendered,
Taylor's name and the fame of his
soldiers struck terror to the enemy.
The Americans might perhaps have
continued indefinitely their victorious
progress Into the very center of Mexnew

to

Rev. Joseph H. Fesperman, Salisbury,
who is the author of several
N. C
book», writes: "For several years I nai
afflicted with kidney trouble and last
winter I was suddenly stricken with a
severe pain Id my kidneys and was con- ico. but at this point an unexpected
fined to bed eight days unable to get up blow wrecked Taylor's high hopes.
without assistance. My urine contained
Polk was president of the United
a thick white sediment and I passed
States at the time. He or congress had
comI
and
same frequently day
night.
General Wintield Scott,
menced taking Foley's Kidney Remedy, hitherto kept
in
and the pain gradually abated and finally commander iu chief of the army,
ceased and my urine became normal. I Washington under pretense of needing
cheerfully recommend Foley's Kidney bis advice. But now that Taylor bad
blazed tbe way for him tbe old comRemedy." F. A. Sburtlt-ff & Co.
ma uder In chief was at last permitted
tbe
orator
shouted
pointing to
"Why,"
Polk was a Dernogo to the front.
to the national ensign, "why, I ask you,
It was charged
I repeat, crut. Scott a Whig.
does that flag bang there?
what is the reason that that flag is dis- that Polk kept the latter so long at
home In order that he might not win
played upon these walU?"
As an answer seemed to be expected, popularity which would make him a

following Isa simple but sure way
He being; a total so neat.
good from bad eggsi Fruh eggs
should be more transparent In the center
While one loved the two as a two. withthan elsewhere. A fresh egg will sink
out doubt.
in a brine solution made of one ounce of the janitor rose uneasily and explained: formidable candidate for the presiStill her life was with torment replete.
A stale egR "The fact is, they wouldn't let me drive
For his works as a total she ne'er could Halt to a quart of water.
As soon as he could leave
dency.
iind out.
will swim about, and a really bad one nails anywhere else for fear of cracking
Scott hurried to Mexico
Washington
He being a total discreet.
the plaster."
Th.
.erj top
to
ami
proceeded
should have a smooth, level bottom.
No. 711.—Furniture Puzzle.
Only a little cold in the bead may be upset Taylor's arMcCalPs.
the beginning of an obstinate case of rangements in the
Each of the following senteuees deRecipes.
Nasal Catarrh. Drive out the invader effort to Improve
of household furniture:
scribe a
over

her

head.

The
to tell

îo"t".b.

sixty days.

™ki,V™wrÎ»!

^IThln

UlCiiii·

ANNUAL FALL

I have

Sill.(

that the bulk and brawniness of
the Northerners (meaning the
Scotch) has been in some
measure due to the stimulation
of the thyroid gland by oatmeal
porridge in childhood."
The Scotch eat Quaker Oats
because it is the best of all oat-

in fats, organic phosphorus and
lecithins."

and shall close them

that notable dinner.
Pelerv should be allowed to lie In cold
Grandmother
over
was
After It
a little salt has been addGreeneyes told them pioneer stories
ed for an hour before it is requirBC*
thi table. This will make it very crisp. awhile, uud after that they had games.
Alwavs put the sugar used In a pie in
The Moth.
the centre of the fruit, not at the top, as
this makes the paste sodden.
Flicker-flick
Above the wick
Wben peeling onions, begin at the
Burned Uie candle flame.
root end and peel upward and the onions
Through the open window shutter
will scarcely affect yonr eyes at an.
Young Moth Miller came.
tor
I.
Straight he fluttered toward the yellow
meat should be put into cold water in
Bright, alluring thing.
order to extract all the goodness from
And, alas. poor, foolish fellow.
Scorched his downy wing!
Little ones, take lesson from him.
coating made of three parts
Be not overbold.
lard, melted, with one part ruin and1 ap
Stop and think that glittering things
plied to stoves and grates will prevent
Are not always gold.
them rusting when not in use.
Youth's Companion.
Rafnrft
ιιβίηίτ new enamel cooKiug
utencils grease the Inside with butter.
A RELIGIOUS AUTHOR'S STATEthe enamel cracking an
This

a war

nounced that his advance was an act
au army to drive

P18"^

water* to which

gle defeut,

of'Invasion and seut

"™ove, .al'

big-boned, well-developed. mentally energetic race.
His experiments prove that
good oatmeal such as Quaker
Oats not only furnishes the best
food for the human being, but
eating it strengthens and enlarges the thyroid gland—this
gland is intimately connected
with the nourishing processes
of the body.
In contusion fye says—
"It seems probable therefore
duces

In an article published in the
Youth's Companion of September 23rd, 190>, Dr. Browne, the
great medical authority on
foods, says, about brain and
muscle building—
that

pota^

Cooking Hints.

one

tory.
When Sam Houston freed Texas antl
made it a republic several great nations recognized the former province's
inde|>endeuce. But Mexico did not.
When Houston, in 1845, luduced the
United States to annex Texas Mexico
declared that we were wrougfully seizing Mexican territory. A boundary
dispute, too. arose. The United States
In annexing Texas claimed ail land
along Its borders westward to tbe Itio
Grande. Mexico, on the other hand, declared that Texas' western limits had
extended no farther than the Xeuces
river, «bout η hundred miles east of
To back up this
the Itlo Grande.
claim Santa Anna, dictator of Mexico,
sent an army iuto the disputed territory and planned to invade Texas.
General Zacbary Taylor, with 4.000
United States troops, was sent into the
"disputed strip" to protect American
rights there. As soon as Taylor had
crossed the Xeuces river Mexico an-

P^toes

Jm
el

tbe s tory
of tbe

piece

«J...I.W

with Ely's Cream Balm applied straight Ills own.
to the inflamed stuffed up air-passages.
Just »s Taylor
Price 50o. If you prefer to use an
was preparing a
atomizer, ask for Liquid Cream Balm. brilliant
c a in·
It has all the good qualities of the solid
the win
form of this remedy and will rid you uf pnlgii for
No c >caine to ter Scott took the
catarrh or bay fever.
breed a dreadful habit. No mercury to Held with another

1. A line or row. 2. A board at the
CHOCOLATE BREAD PUDDING.
side of a wagon. 3. A department or
One cup of stale bread crumb*; add
a
force of men transacting
particular
boiling milk till they are a thick, smooth
branch of public business. 4. A strollpaste; add a heaping tableepoonful of
ing place. 5. Fare. G. A place of busi- butter, another of grated chocolate,
ness. 7. An outdoor gume played with sweetened, sugar to taste, and a half-teaCool, add three
ball, bat and wickets. 8. A college spoonful of vanilla.
in dry out the secretion. Price 75c., with army, with which
professorship. 9. A plot of land pre- eggs beaten separately, putting yolks
bake in a buttered pudding-dieb, spraying tube. All druggist·, or mailed ι he purposed to asQrst;
pared for certain plants.
by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New sail Vera Crux.
and serve hot with cream.
York.
To
swell the
tPINDLED SCALLOPS.
Key to Puzzledom.
Mistress hurrying frantically)—Mary, ranks of this se'··
1. Die, dime:
Get slender wire or wooden skewers;
No. COS.—Insertions:
I ond army he seul
He, lime: pop, pomp. 2. Sow, scow: till with scallops, roll in seasoned flour, what time is it now?
I for Taylor's l>est
two, mum.
a few at a time; serve
and
Maid—Half-past
quickly,
fry
3.
mat.
Cover,
clover;
samp, scamp.
I thought it was later; officers a η d a
Mistress—Oh,
on toast.
AT MATAUOKAS.
malt; jot, Jolt; cash, clash; camp,
I still have twenty minutes to catch tho j large percentage
RICK MILANAISE.
4. Laity, laxity;
clamp; kin, kiln.
steamer.
the conqueror
his
of
soldiers,
leaving
mix
and
rice
of
Cook a cup or more
Boer, Boxer. 5. Sty, sixty.
Maid—Yie, mum, I knew ye'd be of
boiled
Monterey stripped of the bravest
back
No. 699.—Charades: 1. Lawn, mow. with half as much thick tomato,
clock
the
so
I
set
thirty
ruabed,
veterans and with η pitifully small
but not strained; season highly, minutes to
err—lawn mower. 2. Scar, a. bee—scarab. down,
give ye more time.
into a small baking-disb, and cover
body of men nt his command.
1. put
No. 700.—Singular and Plural:
the top with a thick layer of grated
A CARD.
Santa Auua learned how the gallant
3. Add. cheese. Bake till brown.
2. May, maze.
No, nose.
This is to certify that all druggists are general was weakened. This was tlx·
adze. 4. Fur, furze. 5. Few, fuse. 6.
DEEP APPLK TART WITH CHEESE CRUST. authorized to refund your
money if wily Mexican's chance to avenge himGay, gaze. 7. Brew, bruise. 8. Core,
Pill a baking dish with sliced apples; Foley'e Honey and Tar fails to cure your self for the defeats Thylor had ln10. Dough,
9. Mew, muse.
coarse.
add sugar, a sprinkling of cinnamon, and cough or cold. It stops the cough, heals tllcted. With about 20.000 men Santa
doze.
bake till the apples are transparent; the lunge and prevents-eerlous results Anna bore down upon Taylor's little
Paint.
No. 701.—Riddle:
and
cover with a layer of grated cheese and from a cold, prevents pneumonia
army of probably less than 5.000, bent
Friend- return to the oven. Serve at once.
No. 702.—Pictured Word:
consumption. Contains no opiates. The on crushing It and forever ridding
is in a yellow package. Refus
ship.
genuine
PRUNE AND ALMOND JELLY.
Mexico of her most dangerous foe. The
substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff <fc Co.
No. 703.—'Transposed Letters: TabInvaders' fate seemed certain. NothStew a half pound of prunes, or use
let. battle: stream, master; finger
canned ones; remove the stones, cut into
Casidy—Sbure, Callahan's always bav- lug apparently could prevent the overfringe; vase, save: gilder, girdle; easl. narrow
and lay in a in1 th' worrat av luck! Now he's lost bis
Mexican force from annlhlpieces,
lengthwise
seat.
mould with strips of blanched almonds; roigbt hand while blasbtin'!
them,
latlng
No. 704.—Anagram: Annoyances.
flavored with
cover with prune juice
Gilligan—Oh, I dinnah; it's not as
A Miniature Boomerang.
lemon, sweeten to taste with sugar and Dad as it moigbt have been. Suppose
NO CASE ON RECORD.
water syrup, with a half tableepoonful he had been holding his week'a wages in
The boomerang used by the native
There is no case on record of a cough of gelatine to a pint of liquid; repeat the it at the toime?
Australians In war and in the chase
or cold resulting in pneumonia or con- layers of fruit and nuts as the jelly sets
is a curved wooden missile. The skill
Beer Drinkers and others who tuffpr
sumption after Foley's Honey and Tar till the mould is full; serve with whipwith which (be boomeraug is made
has been taken, as it will stop your ped cream.
with Bright'· Disease, Diabetes, Back
The thin, slightcough and break up your cold quickly.
Ache, or any Kidney or Bladder Trouble and thrown is great.
ALMOND
PUDDING.
Refuse any but the genuine Foley'»
ly bent piece of wood, rarely more
can be cured if they will take Bloodlne
Soak half a cup of granulated tapioca
Blood and Kidney Tablet·, 50c. a box, tuan two feet in length, may be made
Honey and Tar in a yellow package till it is
transparent; then add half a cup made
Contains no opiates and is safe and sure.
by The Bloodine Co., Inc., Bos- to fly In a complex curve so that li
of boiling water and stir till smooth; add
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Mass.
will strike the grotiud behind the
a
pinch of salt, a small half-cup of son,
ι hrower.
half a cup of blanched almonds, a
sugar,
"I want a man with some experience
Teacher (to dull pupil in mathematic>)
little almond extract, and, when cool, a
Let us make a small model of this
as a public performer," explained the
—You should be ashamed of yourselr.
of whipped cream; set on ice till
of stiff cardboard,
cup
■tout man.
at your age George Washington boomerang. Cut it
Why,
cold.
taking care that one side Is a trifle
"I think Pll do," said the applicant
was a surveyor.
PEANUT WAFERS.
hopefullv. "I'm the only man on om
Pupil—Yes, sir; and at your age he heavier than the other. Then insert
b!rok who uses a lawn mower in tie
Cream half a cup of butler with one was president of the United States.
the little boomerang under the uail of
cvenlnws."
cup of sugar; put half a teaspoonfui of
the index finger of the left hand and
soda into half a cup of milk and add
If you deeire a clear c >mplexion tal e sua
ρ it sharply with the thumb uud
Foley's Kidney Remedy will cure any with two cups of sifted flour and one cup Foley's Orino Laxative for constipation ίη«'..·Ν linger »f the tight hand. The
case of kidney or bladder trouble that i» of chopped peanuts; beat all wel', but- and .liver trouble an it will stimulaie
missile will fly upwarJ with quick revnot beyond the reach of medicine. Cure* ter a shallow b.iking pan, and spread lit these organs and thoroughly cleanse your
■lu:tons, on!> io pause Anally and rebackache aud irregularities that if neg- a thin layer evenly over the bottom; system, which is what ev ry one needs
it takes
lected might result in Bright'* disease or bake to a light bruwn.—Harper's Β >zir. in order to feel well. F. A. Shurtleff A turn to the starting point,
much practice to learn to fly this little
Co.
diabetes. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
A very simple relief for neuralgia is tu
iiiHirneraug correctly, and the tirst trials
boil a small handful of lobelia in half a
Jack—That young Simperly seems will certaluly be unsuccessful.
"So he praised my singing?"
pint of water till the strength is out of such a fragile fellow I should hesiato to
"Yes, he said it was heavenly."
th· herb, then strain it off and add a touch him for fear be would break.
"Really?"
Things to Learn.
about
hesitato
Sam—He wouldn't
"Well, something like that. He said teaspoonfui of flae salt. Wring cloths
Some one has suggested eight thingout of the liquid as hot aa possible and touohing you if be was broke.
it was unearthly
every girl can learn before she Is llfspread over the part affected. It acts
What will you take for that cough you teeu. Not every girl can learn to pla.v
Bloodine Liver Pills oure Sick Head- like a charm. Change the cloths as soon
ache·, Biliousness, D zzlness and Consti- as cold till the pain is all gone; then have Bill? I don't want it, but if I had it or slug or paint well enough to give
pation. 25c. a box, mailed by The cover the place with a soft, dry covering I would take Bloodine Cough Checker, a pleasure to her friends, but the foltill perspiration Is over, so as to prevent 25c. bottle will cure you.
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mas·.
lowing "accomplishments" are within
taking cold. Rheumatism can often be
reach: Shut the door, and
everybody's
She—Did yoa bear they were going to
"So you're going to Introduce base relieved by application to the painfnl
shut It softly; keep your room in tasteball among the prisoners? I don't ap- parts! of cloths wet in a weak solution of tax bachelors?
have an hour for rising and
soda in water. If there is inflammation
He—Yes, but they'll never get it out ful order;
prove. What will become of discipline?"
arise; learn to make bread as well as
"If a man gets too obatreperous," re- in the joints, the cure Is very quick; the of me.
She—It is nice of you to put it that cake; never let a button stay off twenwash needs to be lukewarm.
plied the warden confidently, "we'll
ty-four hours; always know where your
way, but I must speak to mother first.
make him nmptre."
Shoes without heels are much more
things are; never let a day pass withhealthful for the young, because they
Foley'e Honey and Tar cures coughs ι out doing something to make some one
Bloodine, the World's Tonic, is the
If a child's qulokly, strengthens the lungs and expels
beat tonic and body builder. Free Sam- strengthen the ankles.
comfortable; never go to breakfast unGet the genuine in a yellow
seem weak, rub them with a lit· colds.
ple by mall for 10c.
Address, The ankles
tidily dressed.
A
F.
Shurtleff
Co.
▲.
tie aloohol.
package.
Mass.
Bloodine

If

they see

Spruce

cause.

Isaac Howe, late of Woodstock,
will and petition for probate thereof
by Sarah Howe, the executrix therein

J.

by

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

Pulp Wood Wanted.

deceased ;

presented

named.

Eleanor Whitman, late of Woodstock, de-1
ceased; second account presented for allowance
by George L. Cu-hman, executor.
Irene Abbott, late of Paris, deceased; flr»t I
account presented for allowance by Nancy T.
Parker, administratrix:
Madge L. and IMright W. Turner of I
Kuckfleid, war le; petition for license to sell an·!
convey real estate presented by Walter A
Turner, guardian.
Laura 8. flturterant, late of Canton, deceased; first account presented for allowance by
W. H. Karman, executor.
T.ydla A. A. Woodbury, late of Paris, de·
cea-ed; second account presented for allowance
by James 9. Wright, administrator with the wl 1

Î

Patents

presented
m'nlstratrlx.

Laura 8. Sturtevant, late of Canton, deceased ; petition for order to distribute balance
lemalnlng In his hands presented by W. 11.
Eastman, executor.
Λ

Bankrupt's

.,..

EDWARD

for

Olile.U

ΑΧΏ AMfTtTEDLY

Every department written by sp«-ciaii»u, the
higheat authoritiea In their respective lines.
No other paper pretends to compere with il
In qualifications of editorial staff.
Qives the agricultural NEWS with a .Wr-e
of completeness not even attempt»! t.y «jti.cn.
INDISPENSABLE TO

£LL

Slafl· Sabserlptlsa, $1.60;
Two Sabserlptlons, $3.50;
Five Subscripticτ.ι. %*.M,

patenta.

SPECIAL INDlii'K.TI ENTS toIlAJ*.
ΕItS OP LABUIiB CLl'B*.

Four Months' Trial Trip ΰΟ <·< nls.
SPECIMEN COPIES

LUTHER TUCKER A. SON,

ye$$

%<
•>*3
'

1

""tfo,

L*\c

Sfc

«*4

HILLS,
I

LowBstPricesinOxfordGountv.

and Oil

a

Of 20 Cities and

428

Towns.

Full Statistics of All State Interests
A new Township aud Railroad Map of
Maine Revised to date.
Every OFFICE and HOME needs it
for handy reference.

Price, Postpaid, $2.00.
ORENVILLE

Flour
Bills Down

Buy William Tell Flour —by the
barrel, if possible. You thus protect

yourself against "wheat corners" and
rises in the price of flour. And you
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakes.
William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio ".ed Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority, fie will tell you
there is no other flour in the world that
makes a finer grained or more deli·
cious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned
six timesbeforegrinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags, is done
by bright, clean machinery.
Ask your dealer and Insist oa

having

William Tell
For Sale by

N. D. Bolster Co.

City Building
PORTLAND, MAInE.
new

Lot

Auction

SOUTH PARt<

Hi. ΛΛ. Longloy,
Main·
Mnrwav»

Until science discovered a way to construct the Automatic
Smokeless Device, and make it completely dependable, all oil

great fault—smoke.
With the advent of the Automatic Smokeless
practical application to the
one common

Device,

and its

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped

the smoke
solved.

_

with Smokelesa

problem

was

Device)]

I have

new

and second hand for

Cash

paid

and I sell for

for

goods

I handle real estate, buying
also surety bonds.

A LOW PRICE
OK

Wool
ο

Carpets

close out odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

(ooking-Rgunges
Winner !

new range that we introduced last year has won
all hearts. The old End Hearth is gone—there is more
—the ashes fall into a Hod far beldw the
room on

top

fire, making their removal easy and the grate to last
longer. The Ash Hod when emptied is returned full of
coal. Three sizes, "Palace," "Castle," "Fortress."
Ail the famous Crawford features ire present: Single
Patented Grate, Cup-Joint Oven Flues, Asbestos
Backed Oven, Improved Oven Indicator. ^Booklet free.

Damper,

Mad·

by Walker ft Pratt U(|. Co., 31-33 Union 8t., Boaton

sell-

Albert D. Park.

NORWAY,

a

or

Auction room?, No. 2, Western Ave,

(Incorporated)

The

bought

ing,

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

Our New Ran^e

when

same.

If you have anything you wish to
seil or have sold at private s.ile bring
it in.

Automatic
Smokeless Device

Not At Yours, Write for Detcriptive Circular
Nearest Agency of the

lot of second hand

sale.

The Perfection Oil Heater is the
heater equipped with this

If
to the

a

Furniture, Sleighs, Carriages and other goods

only

You may now have all the heat you want—when you want it—and
where you want it—without the annoyance of smoke or odor.
Brass font holds 4 quarts of oil, which permits a glowing heat for 9 hours.
Brass wick tube—damper top—cool handle. Cleaned in a minute.
The Perfection is beautifully finished in Nickel or Japan.

—

SECOND HAND FURNITURE.

successfully

which insures a steady, full-glowing heat,
with the wick turned up as high as it will
go, without a shred of smoke. Reverse the
motion, turn the wick down—there's no odor.
The smokeless device automatically locks
ard prevents the upward movement of the
wick beyond the proper exposure. That
is the secret. This splendid result gives
leadership to the Perfection.

INCLUDING

—

Smokeless

Every Dealer Everywhere.

Rooms.

The best ol
of Plumbing Goods.
I am now prepared to buy all
oak woodwork for closets. No old
sorts of
and
this
line.
Bee
Call
Jobgoods.
N<>
bing promptly attended to.
STOCKS OF GOODS
charge for team.

L. M. TUFTS,

heaters had

—

Publisher,

A

specialty.

DONHAM,

M.

390 Congress St., opp.
<4 47

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Nicholi St..

Register

Complete Business Directories

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia

Maine
CONTAINS

Portrait Work

Keep

Jeweler and Graduate Optioian.

The

Mouldings s,jL.

High Grade

Albuny, Ν. Y.
BP* Subscript Inn- taken at this ufflcv.

s

NORWAY, MAINE.

Mats, Mirrors

WHO Wlis 11 TO

KEEP ΓΡ WITH TUE TI3IES.

will be mailed free on rcqiK-st. It will pay any·
body Interested in any way in c<>untry life t<i
•end for tbem. Address the publishers :

PARKER'S
BALSAM

and Pictures,

COUNTRY RESIDENTS

Branch Office. 625 V St, Washington. D. t-

HAIR

Picture Frames

TU C

IMa* ifllcnltml Journal ci tHe Went

MUNNSCo.3e,B,Mta'NewYorl(

ORDEIt OF NOTICE TIIEBKO.T.

Clrtrw> led beautifies the h»ir.
Promotes » luiuriint growth.
Never Falls to Bestoro Cirsy
IIair to its Youthful Color.
Curn Ktlp diwur· h hair filiing.
fOc, »nd |1W «t DruKi»ti

NEWSpaper,

The ONLY Agricultural

E.

District of Maine, «s.
'·
On this iOth day of Nov., A. D. 190», on ren
lng the foregoing petition. It Is
l>e
In
a
hearing
Ordered by the Court, l'bat
A. D.
upon the same on the loth day of Dec.,
nice, before said Court at Portland, In said Dis
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and that no
tlcc thereof be published In the Oxford Demo
crat, a newspaper printed In said District, ami
that all known creditors, ami other persons In
Interest, may appear at the said time ami place,
and show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of said petitioner should not be granted
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence astated.
Witness the Hon. clarence Hale, Judge οι
the said Court, ami the seal thereof, at Portland,
In sal# District, on the -0th day of Nov., A. D.
1909.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEV. Clork.

&

GENTLEMAN

tamest clr

A handfomoly lllnatrated weekly.

)
SKINNER, [in Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )

1831

COUNTRY

whet&er

securing

Me.

ESTABLISHED

Scientific American.

Petition for Discharge,

SKINNER, of Paris, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represent» that on
the -^th day of November, lflOS, be was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress re
latlng to Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his property and rights of property,
ami ban fully compiler with all the requirements
or said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be dccreed
by the Court to bave a full discharge from all
debts provable against bis estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are ex
ceptcd by law from such discharge.
Dated this lSth day of Novetnlter, A. D. l'A>9.
EDWARD E. SKINNER, Bankrupt

Portland,

ngency
Patents talion through Jlunn Λ Co. recel?·
tptcial noticf, without chaivo. In the

■ont fr«e.

To the Hon. Clarence If aie, Judge of the Die.
trlct Court of the United States for the District
of Maine:

OCSIONS
Copyright» Ac.
sketch and description may
ao

Anyone pending a
quickly a*<*«rtain onr opinion free

ADDISON K. I1EBKICK, Judge of said Cour.
truc copy—Attest :
ALBERT Π. PARK. Reenter.

In the matter of
EDWARD E.

Roturnlns
UniOD Wharf. Boaton, week
day· at 7 P. K., for Portland.
Through tickets on sale at principal
railroad station·.
Freight rate· aa low aa other lines.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Leave

60 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

annexed.

j

whelming

Wanted.

A young man to learn the dry gooda bualncM.
In
Muet be neat In appearance, energetic. clean
tialdts, not u Ing tobacco In any form. Λ (>j>I11y
at
references
liant
two
by letter, giving uf
• liaracter.
AiMiefH, "DRY GOODS,"
Care Oxford Democrat,
South I'arl», Me.

Irene Abbott, lite of l'aris, deceased ; pell
tlon for order to distribute bslance remaining In
her hands
by Nancy T. Parker, ad-

j

Co., Inc., Boston,

M·.

Sheathing.

presented 35tf

irmies undisciplined, a war hampered
ind entaugle<l by a mesh of politics,
cross purposes. blunders and conspiracy. a war that won for the United
States 522.508 square miles of terri-

^

ment for you.

«

LT

J

THE

larlng been protected for the action thereupon'
W. M. PENNELL, Manager,
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Obdkud :
Portland,
That notice thereof be given to all persons In Pint rational Bank Bldg.,
48 8
terested, by causing a oopy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, taal they may appear at a
Probate Court to 6e held at said Paris on
the third Tuesday of December. ▲. D. 1909, at 9
and fir. For sale
of the clock In the forenoon, ana be heard there-

on

Clan Far· fl.OO.
tl.OO.
Steamahipa "Governor Dlngley" or
"Bay State" leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, week daya at 7 P. u., for Bos
ton.
ItatmoM

REALTY BUREAU,

MAINE

Eastern Steamship Company.
First

chowlDg oar method·.

Sarah J. Martin, late of Oxford, deceased :
will and petition for probate thereof
by Frank P. Martin, the executor therein named.

out one side scoring a single victory or tbe other
suffering u sin·

wjtor

PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs'
Variety Store, Norway, Saturday, March
5,1910, at 3 P. M., will receive a No. 8-20, King
Kineo Range, valued at $60.00, FREE. Ask
your friends to begin to save this advertise-

hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court. held at Paris, In an·I
for the County of Oxford, on the third Taeedny of
Not In the year of oar Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine.
The following matter,

Delivered at any (station on the
Warren SeTcrjr, late of Dlxfleld. dcceas-d; I
strangest wars
Trunk between Berlin and
Grand
Alvsh
final account presented for allowance by
In history—a war A. Walte, executor.
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
which
endured
Eugene A· Barker, lite of Ruqiford, de-1
J. M. DAY,
ceased: first account presented for allowanco by
two years with
Br> ant's Pond, Me.
Julia K. Barker, executrix.
43tf
of

an5

drippipK

of

HIS Is

WANTED HscupthmT $S*BÎE|

PROBATE If ΟΠΟΙ·
To all peraona Interested In titter of tte Esttte»

SOLD BY ALL LEADING DEALER8

WAtNF.

